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Price 15c

TRAIN STATIONS FULLY INTEGRATED
NAACP BRANCH
MEETING
The Memphis Branch of
the NAACP will hold its
regular monthly meeting
Sunday, July 23, at
4 p.m., Mt. Olive C ME
church, Linden ai Lauderdale st. All members are
urged to be present, business of importance.
FREEDOM MARCH
Next NAACP Freedom
Marches have been set to
take place. Monday. July 24
at 6:30 p.m. We will assemble at Clayborn T em p I•
church, 294 Hernando at.
Everyone interested in freedom is urged to participate.
FREEDOM COMMITTEE
Freedom Committee meeting each Wednesday at 6 p.m.
at First Baptist Lauderdale.
•)iscussions are open to the
public.
SIT•INS
Daily sit-ins at all downtown department and variety
stores lunch counters. Anyone wishing to participate is
urged to come by the NAACP
Office, 236 So. Wellington
at. between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
on Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat.,
and from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Mondays and Thursdays, or
call JAckson 5-6057.
MASS MEETING
Regular weekly mass meeting are scheduled to be held
at Bethlehem Baptist church,
273 Ingle ave., Thursday July
20. at 8 p.m. The public la
urged to attend.

Youth Eat At Central
And Union Stations
No Inci▪dents Reported

fesioassoews )4ggermwoo'l.
'

Memphis Goldsmith, in an effort to
number of
A
youth, mainly high school and stave off their white patrons
college students, heard that the being forced to leave the store
train stations of Central and for fear of the sit-inners, are
Union were integrating their having such patrons come into
restaurants and decided to test the restaurant by every means
them. They found that the possible other than the front
news was true. They ate with- entrance on the fifth floor.
WAIT TO ENTER
out incident.
Asked how they were treat- At Goldsmith's the Negroes
ed by the waitresses as they usually get in line and wait
went on the trek last Monday, until they are allowed to enter.
On Monday night another
they said "fine."
The students reported that Freedom March was scheduled.
they were treated with the this time the main feature was
most courtesy at both of the that only women would march.
stations. The waiting rooms ot Since over a month ago, the
the stations have been deseg- NAACP has sponsored a march
a week. The marches are
regated for years.
thought to be highly effective
WERE SERVED
The Negroes went to both of as news has fluttered into the
Restaurants Defender office that the stores
Inter-State
the
after they had bought tickets downtown are being hurt by
for inter-state travel. They the reduced patronage caused
said the waitress asked to see by the sight of the marchers.
The sit-inners are thought
their tickets and when the
tickets were produced, they to be doing more damage than
is generally reported by the
were served.
Elsewhere on the sit-in front, daily press, which gives very
the downtown stores are still little publicity to the movebeing pestered with sit-inners. r/see. Sifar there have been
Walgreen. Goldsmith, etc. are no pictures of the march or the
among the stores hit almost sit-itiners in the daily papers.
daily by sit-inners. Everytimei
the Negroj eater these par-.
ticular stores the restaurant/
parts are closed.
n
•
, Students say the employes of l
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CARLA THOMAS poses with
Carla Thomas. Miss Thomas,
young singing sensation holds
aloft her great new album entitled "Gee Whiz," the song
that catapulted her to fame
months ago. me new album,
containing several songs she

A Defender Exclusive;
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Encampment
ft Owen Was
Big Success

IN DRIVER'S SEAT — James
L. Smith, 29, of 82 Angelus, is
Firmly entrenched behind the
driver's seat of a Memphis
Transit bus. Unlike his preparatory training several

National Mag
Plays Up The
Memphis▪ Story

weeks ago, this ens for real
as he drove a regular line bus
and hauled regular passengers. Ills superiors say he is
going to be a fine bus driver.
Smith is the first Negro hired

by the Minimalism Transit
Autherits. More are expected.
Ile has not been assigned to
a specific route and is engaged
in learning the full bus schedules. (Withers photo)

Was GG Champion

and her father disc jockey
Rufus 'Thomas, wrote, has
been panned by those in the
kno wand tabbed a solid hit-torn
to-be. The album is now on
sale at all the record shops.
Scene shove is in Satellite
record shop. (Photo by Mark
Stansbury)
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Record
Young
uising
varia
! Non-Partisan
Volunteers To Star, Answers Intimate Questions
Thomas,

•

Meet Thursday

Starhte Revues in Memphis.
By MARK STANSBURY but just my own.
This week the Tri-State De- MS: Of all the songs you've (Radio Station WDIA sponsors
fender interviewed Memphis' sung, including the ones you the shows to help needy NeThe S. A. Owen junior colhaven't recorded, which do gro children.)
lege served as meeting headA meeting of the volunteer latest gift to the recording
MS: When will your newt
like best?
quarters for 184 young people
workers of the Citizens Non- world, Carla Thomas who is you
record be released and what
nathe
one
of
fast
becoming
Whiz!
CommitGee
CT:
between the ages of 12 and 23,
Registration
Partisan
is the name of it?
plus adult leacers. They repreMS: Do you read your fan
tee has been scheduled for tion's top stars and a major
CT: Within the next few
office
attraction,
box
at
20
July
sented leading Baptist churches
Thursday,
p.m.,
mail?
7:29
months, I guess. I don't know
throughout Tennessee. Each
Mt. Olive CNE Church, 538 For the benefit of Carla's CT: Yes, of course!
about the title, (Carla's first
summer for the last 6 years,
Linden ave.. announced Frank many fans and Defender readMS: Do you ever answer it? album titled GEE WHIZ was
Is Memphis really changing
of ers who have sent in cards
coordinator
the Tennessee Baptist Youth
Kilpatrick,
R.
CT: Yes, sometimes. (School released last week and is now
meet World champ feather
for the better foe Negroes?
By Staff Writer
and letters seeking knowledge
Encampment has met at the,
works prevents her from an- available at all record shows.)
weight Davy Moore in the ring the drive.
This is the question taken up
the young star. the Deabout
college for a week.
I in detail by a recent Sepia A Memphis lad, who back!for a title bout. Aside from
persons
"300
said
Kilpatrick
swering as much as she would
MS! Do you ever get stage
The encampment w a s or- Magazine article how on the in 1951 won the Golden Gloves a good purse, I've been aiming have volunteered to participate fender is publishing the entire like.)
fright?
ganized by Rev. C. L. Dinkins, newsstands. Sepia is a nation- title in St. Louis, Mo., then!for that title every since I in the city-wide door-to-door interview.
reca
When
recording
MS:
CT: I think everyone gets
MS: What is your real name
president of Owen college; and al magazine devoted to Negro went on to have a total of 1i5 started boxing. It is something campaign, however, we need a
ord, usually how many times stage fright when they first
and when and where were you
ev. A. McEwen Williams, achievements.
amateur bouts with 56 knock- I've looked forward to."
total of 1.500 workers to obdo you have to record before go out there but after they get
'esident' of the Tennessee
outs and eight lost, came home When the boxer was asked, tain the 20,000 additional reg- born?
a master is made?
out there (on stage) and feel
Written by Burleigh Hines,
aptist Leadership Education
week after an 11- what prompted him to leave istered voters which is the goal CT: Carla Vernitta Thomas. CT: If the music is right and they have won the approval
editor of the Tri-State to Memphis
city
jr.,
was
I
born
right
here
in
MemCongress. The Congress sponyear absence.
nothing's wrong with any in- of the audience it goes away.
Memphis, he replied: I left here of this drive."
Defender wjth photographer
phis, Dec. 21, 1942.
sors the encampment each year.
MS: When you are not perdoing the shoot- The young boxer, Joe Willie in 1951 primarily because I There are an estimated 80,- MS: What is your height and struments, usually about two
Duncan
Billy
Rev: K. M. Smith and Rev. C.
in
or three times. If something forming, what kind of entering of pies, the story probes DeMyers, 27, who is eyeing the couldn't get any fights here." 000 registered Negro voters
weight?
direcserved
as
H. Fitzgerald
County.
goes wrong, it takes about six tainment do you enjoy?
the changes made by Memphis feather-weight crown of the He attended LaRose school be- Memphis and Shelby
tor and assistant director this
100,000 CT: Five feet four inches. cuts.
CT: Well, I could dance and
in the last several years to- world,' is here visituig his par- fore going to Detroit to live Plans call for a total of
and
One
hundred
twenty
summer.
drive
MS: Have you done any I like to swim and sing to myward recognizing the full po- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Claude De- with his mother. There he at- by the end of the 60-day
pounds.
The Encampment Recreation tentiality of the Negroes.
benefit shows? Where?
M yers of 582 Stephen pl. tended high school. He started which will end Sept. 6.
MS: As a little girl, what
(See STAR, Page 2
Department was under the Although, as the article Young DeMyers lives in De- boxing here under the super- Kilpatrick explained, "we
CT: Yes, the Goodwill and
was
your
ambition?
B.
C.
chairmanship of Rev.
vision of the late Mr. Adam are asking every ward and
states, there is much to be troit.
CT: To become a good singBurgsegPresident Dinkins, of done, a conclusion is drawn, by DeMyers has piled up an im- Bailey, a teacher at LaRose, precinct in the city and county
en.
Owen college, stated that the contrasting the progress of piessive record for himself in who died about eight years ago; to conduct its own campaign
MS: How did you get startproject is not a fund raising Negroes years ago with the the boxing ring since he startedefohn L. Brinkley, principal at in its own locality." He added
ed on the road to stardom?
one for the college. The en- present time. that Memphis 'is ut here in Memphis 14 yearsiLaRoee school; and Garmer "ward and precincts desiring
CT:
Mr. Talley, who works
campment was organized be- changing. "Memphis, A Chang- ago as a paper weight when Currie, who is now a teacher speakers, campaign material or
for Satellite Records, heard a
cause the churches felt the ing Metropolis." the title of he was a mete lad. During the at Porter Junior high. Currie any other information concernsong by my father and me and
^
need and saw the cause for the piece enumerates the sev- interim he has won several said, DeMyers• was in about the ing the drive should call the
played it back. He wanted us
RegisChristian youth to live, work, eral changes that have been Golden Gloves titles, A A U fifth grade at the time.
-Partisan
Non
Citizens
ANOTHER SCHOOL swap- headed for a hospital post, acso
on
to
it
we
tape
put
went
play and pray together.
made recently in the favor of bouts, U. S. Army Box:ea DeMyers said "Mr. Harry tration Committee headquar- down to Satellite and taped ping episode will take place cording to latest reports. ComEach camper was required to the Negro.
team titles in sever,., foreign,Cash," principal at Hamilton ters at JA 5-6057 which is lowhen school opens this Sep- missioner James Moore, who
select a course out ct a list of Also featured in the August countries before turning pro in high school, "was instrumental cated at 236 W. Wellington st." the song, later it was released,
Negroes will go to many think gained his slot betember.
Love
You"
I
c/w
ause
("C
nine, and also a -workshop issue of Sepia is a story by 1956 after et ing discharged in me winning the Golden
The following persons are "Deep Down Inside")
white school A. B. cause of his Negro following,
formerly
Each
of
list
four.
course from a
Mem ph ian, George from the army after serving a Gloves in 1951.
another
available as campaign speakdo you give Hill elementary and whites said he would not hesitate to
To
whom
MS:
its
by
well
served
was
class
GREATEST YEAR
Hardin. about the Bahai'i iwo-year hitcn.
ers for any ward and precinct: credit for launching you on will attend South Side. Super- appoint a Negro if he is qualiinstructor. The instructors are faith. Photographer - writer Since turning pro. he has Between 1948 and 1951, the
Jesse H Turner,Atty, Russell your career?
intendent E. C. Stimbert re- fied. H. A. Gilliam is rumored
well trained and were very Hardin taker the reader to the nad 26 matches of which 16 young boxer won the Tri-State
B. Sugartnon, Mrs. Celtic CT: A great many people! ported that the change is for for the job.
uch dedicated to the campers. beautiful temple of the Hebei' were knockouts twoIced. Tournament, Memphis A A U
Stevens. Mrs. Rubye Spight. (A. C. Williams made an ex- "better use of the facilities of DEATH RODE the highway
James F. Estes, ir., served located in Wilmette, Ill. In his However, he has never been (Amateur Athletic Union) and
last week with the killing of a
Rev. D. W. Browning and (-potion and permitted her to the city."
as junior president of the en- story told mostly with pictures stopped. He said: "The only the Jackson, Tenn. Golden
Rev. Alexander Gladney.
FIRE AND POLICE Com- 13-year-old Negro when he rejoin his Teen-Town singers
campment this summer. Estes
St.
the
won
also
was
He
Gloves.
I
kneel-out
been
voluneyetime vve
are some remarkable and
Persons who wish to
was still in element- missioner Claude Armour and portedly darted out onto the
is a young man with great catching (elm' shots of various' hack in '48 here in Memphis Louis open class title. By 1951 teer to work in the campaign while she
have road just south of the Miss.Scimitar
Press
ary
school.
The group is com- the
He scenes inside and out of the by a kid named Excel Hicks. he was a fly weight (112 lb.).
leadership
capabilities.
call JA 5-6057.
should
in Tenn. state line.
point
boiling
the
reached
of
from
variyoungsters
posed
proved that by leading his fel- Temple. Hardie is presently who was a student at Manas- In Detroit he won the GoldNASHVILLE KEEPS OUTwhat
over
feud
running
their
ous
high
schools.)
low campers wisely through,employed by Tennessee
Memphis. In
sas high school at the time.,en Gloves in 1951, '52, '53 and CIVIC MEET
at- DISTANCING
an
terms
Commissioner
the
do
enjoy
singyou
How
MS:
of
encamp-j
week
the entire
State university in the public; I'll never forget him. I've not '56. In '53. he had his biggest The West Side Civic club will ing?
and its the fast climbing town a Neforce
police
the
on
tack
het
that
proved
also
ment. He
been knockout since. I won't year in amateur boxing. He meet Thursday night, July 20, CT: There's nothing I like officials by the evening press. gro woman was recently electrelations department
was dedicated by participating
say I haven't come very closel won the Mice!Ran AAle. Catho- 8 p.m. at the club house, 70 to do better.
The paper contends it is only ed to serve as foreman of a
in the programs, sports, and
jury.
to it. I've received some terrWlic Youth Organization title, West Illinois ave. All members
MS: Do you plan to make it doing its job of unbiased re- district federal grand
and
ether activities, with full coGloves
ble blows," explained DeMy- National Golden
Mrs. H. H. Walker, wife of a
are urged to be present. James a career?
porting.
operation.
National
the
in
a precwas runners-up
ers.
Ballard, president and Mrs. CT: Yes, I do.
A CALIFORNIA Episcopal Nashville doctor, gained
Study wasn't the only acbecame the
AAU in Boston. That same Elizabeth Jones, secretary.
RECORD STILL STANDS
MS: Three years ago. did minister, one of the "Free- edent when she
tivity the encompment offered. NISSWA, Minn. — (UPI) —
drew
Gloves
Golden
as
weighthe
serve
to
year,
The Memphis fighter,
you think you would be where dom Riders." said that he slid first of her race
Various song sessions brought Paul H. Cunningham, 71, a ing 127, about three pounds the last largest crowd, a rec- ROZ RIBBING
"mod- foreman.
Southerners
not
consider
you
are
today?
the group of youth together former Republican Congress- over his fighting weight, says: ord 26,000 which still stands. HOLLYWOOD — Rosaline
FEDERAL JUDGE Marion
CT: No. I didn't. (Three el Americans." He said he
and inspired them in their man from Iowa, died of an "My biggest break will come if The same year Floyd PatterBoyd dismissd a suit seeking
OT years ago she was singing faced
appearance
first
goading
Russell's
continually
a
work. On Wednesday night, apparent heart attack Sunday I get a chance to fight for the son and Sonny Liston fought
Haythe set of Warner Bros.'" with the Teen-Town singers. while in Parrhman jail. Quick as' injunction against the
magnificent talent show was at his summer home near here. championship of Michigan in the Golden Gloves.
ee County, Tenn. election
e A group she sang with for five reply came from Hinds Coundressed
One"
of
Majority
The
campus.
featured on the
DeMycrs, in the same year,
A native of Indiana County, state." The match is set for
kimore years. Carla said, "I'm glad ty Sheriff J. R. Gilroy who hoard to stop the group from
participants performed with Pa., Cunningham moved to sometime in September, to be won the international amateur an elaborate Japanese
Director Mervy , Mr Williams made the excep- called the minister a damned allegedly discriminating
provoked
the
and
professionals
of
air
the
Des Moines, Iowa in 1920 and staged in the 18-millioneiollar championship for his eless the LeRoy to execute a deep Nip tion permitting me to join.") liar. The minister was re- against Negroes seeking to regeggxpressions of themselves.
first time a fighter from Michi(e,bo hall.
to vote. Judge Boyd said
a law practice there.
MS: Will you limit your leased after spending 23 days ister
ponese bow and greet her witl
IF The performers and the au- began
that Negroes in the County are
He served in the U.S. House DeMyers figures "If I win the elle had done so. The record "Good morning, Madame But- singing to just one style?
behind bars.
dienee had the pleasure of hay- of Representatives from 1941 Michigan State championship
registered now.
A NEGRO IS rumored to be being
CT: No, not any one style
(See BOXER. Page 2)
terfly from Brooklyn."
have a chance to
until 1958. As a Congressman. then
(See SUCCESS, Page 2)
By GEORGE

HEWLETT III

Young Boxer Returns To
Memphis After 11 Years
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For The Record
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Former Politician
Dies In Minn.
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Letters
Boxer
To The Editor

(Continued From Page 1)

SATU
•-•111.

•

ing the celebrated Miss Carla
(Continued From Page 1)
Thomas, famous recording s'ar,
for their guest of the evening.
still stands. The match took
"Drama" was the word Thursplace in Chicago.
day. The Enciunper's Theatre
JOE LOUIS
Dear Editor:
Guild presented three short
nected with nothing, but some In 1954 the Memphis be
4
plays. A comedy, mystery. and
I really enjoy reading your one's pocket. I will not name was called to the U.S. Ar
a very touching drama. No
paper. I receive it every week any one organization—I was at While in Germany he had e
trouble did the actors ana acand enjoy reading it very one meeting last night, natural- won the U.S Army Boxing
tresses have in holding the unly this was for officers only— title, attached with the Fourth
much. I would like to see more
divided attention of the audiWe stayed nearly all night, try- Infantry, for t h e European
about Civil Service since we ing to figure a way
ence. Following the night of
to keep theatre. He toured about 60
drama, the Music Group enhave quite a few federal work- from being robbed. However, cities, not leasing a fight. In
hanced the Friday morning
ers in and around Memphis. I when the power house arriver ROW, Italy, he fought on a
chapel pera I with beautiful
believe such information would everything was fixed so he said team which opposed a team on
songs and hyirns. The fine arts
uncover an unusual situation. it would be quite amusing to which Ineemar Johannson
are exceptionally recognized
Also give a little more news cover some of our open meet- fought.
and urged by the Youth Enabout veterans, because the ings. Plainly speaking this
LAWN PARTY—This is a por- Young Women's Christian As- lawn party,
was After being discharged from
campment
Negro
here is badly misled. If was one to plan ten thousand the Army he returned to Delion of the early arrivals to the sociation annual membership
Sports were definitely not
it would be possible to cover jobs in two years. I
will not troit and turned pro. He fought
left out. A soft-ball game was
some of these meetings and say anything about cost
and out of the same gymnasium,
to be played on Thursday afterwatch our comrades collect dues fees or dues. Now if one
dies Brewster Recreation center,
noes), but was cancelled beand lie, naturally all finance he will get funeral expense. where Joe Louis started from.
cause of showers. However,
goes for expense. I began to You understand me,
dtheam
se trainer who
everything He
the young men from West
take a good look at our brothers comes after this life. I
hadLouis.
have
Tenn., played Eost Tenn.,
and comrades therefore if one plenty insurance and
will not DeMyers said he turned pro
in a game of basketmember decides to ask a ques- need this fix anyway. I'm because he was unable to get
ball in the gym. The West won
tion
watch
the
gavel come writing and thinking what our amateur fighters to get in the
tl e fine trophy after defeating
down. You know we have sev- press and other media could
the East.
do ring with him. He won the first
eral
large
bodies
and
out of eight of his
it's quite for one that poorly informed,
At practically all large meetCHAPEL HILL, N.C. — A fellowships to attend the uniamusing
to
be
around
at elec- naturally, if our beloved presi- fights.
ings, there must be politics.
Memphis high school teacher, que six-week program, which
tion
time.
The
The
Memphis boxer, about
body
cannot dent don't settle the Berlin
Politics had it sturn at the enRobert L. Waller of Carver started June 8. He received
vote in the General Election. crisis, it will be plenty
5 feet, 91-2 inches, said "I
campment along with all else. Can't help but mention this .close of the school year.
school, was one of 60 outstand- six hours of graduate credit
jobs
for
for Mr. Member only votes in the the ones
Signs and posters brought the delightful weather we are
that are left. I believe would like to have my old
Mrs. Beasley, who is a grad- ing teachers of social studies the study.
local election—Your only candi- we will make out alright—But trainers, Mr. Cash and Mr. Curwalls to life as the campaign- having. The nights are simply uate of Lane college, had in the Southeast to be cited for
rie, with me now. My father
A cooperative venture be- date is one nominated by the as one knows and
ing period was on. Finally, the wonderful. Really had to pul' done further study at Tenn- "successful participation" in
reads, listens
"Political Spirit" was in the out a light blanket for a few essee State in Education and the University of North Caro- tween the University and R. big wheels. Naturally the big to radio, this world is in a hell- used to give me some good
pointers also."
J. Reynolds, the program was wheels get paid and the watch uva fix.
air and the polls were opened.
Library Science and had serv- lina's R. J. Reynolds Tobacco designed to assist
of them.
secondary hound gets nothing. Yes, we
The results are as follows;
We had all better wake up
company
summer
fellowship
teacher-librarian
as
ed
at
school teachers of social stu- go from meeting to meeting, because
Richard Crosby (Nashville), Even though we aren't priwe don't have any 'SURFSIDE' GETS KING
Montgomery High School in program in Economic Educa- dies in the Southeast in
de- pay dues without any workable time to play on.
president. Joan Fullmore (Nash- marily in the school season,
tion. Awards were presented
Lexington,
Tenn.,
before
HOLLYWOOD — Walter
comveloping
a
broader
underprogram
ville), secretary; Eleanor Kel- many are studying. Received
whatsoever,
not
conduring the program's closing
A READER
Woolf King, former Broadway
standing of economics and its
ly (Nashville), vice president; communication from Mrs. Ma- ing to Madison County where banquet last week.
musical comedy star w h o
application to problems of govLois DeBerry (Memphis), Asst. ble Davis at Indiana Univer- she served as librarian at East
Waller, who lives at 3352 Al- ernment, business
played Flo Zeigfield in "The
and society.
secretary; Ruby Jones (Mem- sity who is working on her High School, where her hus- ta
rd., was selected for partici- It is the
Helen Morgan Story," h a s
first time such a prophis), Song leader; Vannetta Library Science degree. She is band is principal. May we
pation by the University and gram has
a top role in "Wedding Guest"
been presented in
Derden (Nashville), Chaplain; presently librarian at South wish her success in her new
received one of 611 all-expense the
position.
a drama of Warner Bros.'
Southeast.
Conra Gandy (Nashville), Jackson school.
"Surfside 6" television series.
pianist; and Susie Kelly (Nash- Tennessee State University
In addition to the classroom
Workshop for Madison
ville), assist. pianist. These as well as Lane College closed County schools opened this St
work, Reynolds Fellows heard
young people have the respon- the first session of summer week prior to regular school
ix
distinguished
visiting
NEW YORK — A federal adin,ffee as atients,
sibilities of leading the en- school last week. Mrs.
I
cannot be
speakers during their month suit has been
Mary opening for the pre-harves'
filed in Wilming- treated in the hospital by
campment next summer.
their
and a half in Chapel Hill. ton, N. C.,
L. Womack will remain for the season.
by Negro citizens Neg ro physicians.
After a sight-seeing tour of
Talks were presented by the who seek
second session at which time GUEST FETED
(Continued From Page i)
the use of James
The Negro plaintiffs charge
Memphis and Fuller State park,
Luther H. Hodges, secretary of Walker
she should complete work toMemorial hospital in that Walker Memorial hospital
the campers assembled in the
Mrs. Mollie D. Alexander. self.
commerce; John Peace, presiward a Master's Degree in
Wilmington on a racially non- utility carrying out
chapel for the final time until
of Chicago, Ill., guest of Dr
functions
MS: How do you do most of dent of William Esty, Inc.,
iminatory basis.
next summer. The Reverend Guidance. Mrs. Juanita Bea- and Mrs. W. R. Bell was feted your traveling?
for the city of Wilmington and
New York; Dr. Benjamin
who
sley,
also
was
in
attendThe suit was filed by NAACP the county of New
Stephen Rose gave the final
with
luncheon
a
last
SaturRatchford,
vice president of
Hanov,er,
CT: Air planes most of the
address before the dismissal. ance at State returned home day by Mrs. Rosetta McKisFederal Reserve Bank, Rich- Legal Defense Fund attorneys and is, therefore performing
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subject
to the
Hans Hyeback to school in time for
off the campus by 2 p.m. The ther study in Administration. In the cooling atmosphere
mann, Economist, the Rand the Eastern District of North "is in the nature of a public
of classes.
Tennessee Baptist Youth En- Mrs. Beasley has been named air conditioning enjoying
Carolina,
ha
Wilmington.
Fourteenth
corporation,
Washington; StanAmendment of the
the
MS: When you make out-ofcampment is an auxiliary to supervisor of instruction for delicious food
The plaintiffs in the action Constitution."
ford Smith, Manager, General
were the hono- town
appearances, who does Electric
the Tennessee B.M. and E. Con- Negro schools in Madisor
are
three
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physicians,
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Mrs. Alexander, Mes- your
Company,
ree,
complaint points out
Hendersontraveling party usually ville,
vention and Dr. S. A. Owen. County, suceeding Mrs. F. A
N.C.; and Dr. Theodore Hubert A. Eaton, Daniel C. that the hospital, chartered in
dames Vivian Bell, Daisy consist of?
Dobins, who retired at the
president.
C. Boyden, economist for the Roane and Samuel Gray, all 1901, receives annual contribuShaw, Charleen Golden, Fern
CT: My father or mother.lJoint Council
on Economic Ed- cf Wilmington, who are denied tions and tax exemptions from
Walker, Gladys Bronaugh
Automobile, Furniture
(Rufus Thomas, jr., and Mrs. ucation.
use of facilities at the hospital. the County and City
Marietta Hughes, Bobbie HerSignature
Lorraine Thomas.)
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other
plaintiffs
are
A
Leland
field
trip to Winston"Plaintif:s desire to be rd- There is a reason why people
ron. Mildred May, Lucille
MS: Where are some of the
M.
Newsome
and
Vernetta
Salem
E.
and
the R. J. Reynolds
Sangster, and your scribe.
mitteci to defendant hospital like to do business with us.
places you have appeared?
Hussey, Negro patients of doc- because the facilities there
are You, too, will like our courMrs. Sangster had just reCT: Philadelphia and Pitts- Tobacco Company was includ- tors
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Roane,
as
well
who.
as
if the test in e locality and as teous treatment and desire to
visits to the
turned early morning from burgh, Penn., Washington, D.
Computer
Center
and t h e
residents of the locality they help you.
an exciting vacation in Chica- C., St. Louis. Mo., and three
Planetarium
desire to have the same right "Open Thursday and Pride,
in
go. The evening was com- appearances in New Y or k. Morehead
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
as is accorded Sc white resipleted with guests engaging (She has appeared on the na- Chapel PO.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
FULL SET OF TOOLS
dents . . ," the complaint
The 60 distinguished social
blX116 IFINANCF. CO.
in card games. Mrs. Alexand- tion-wide televised Dick Clark
CONTACT
Home
Owned Home Operated
states
er returned to Chicago Mon- American Bandstand twice.) studies teachers were chosen
DIXIE
The Neg.-o physicians had
MS: What has been your from several hundred appliday night, after a week visitFINANCE COMPANY
cants from a ten-state area
applied in March, 1955 for
ing friends in Jackson. Slit greatest thrill?
lik• to say yes to your
"courtesy staff privileges" for
CT: Well, to see the differ- including! Alabama, Florida.
is a real estate dealer in Chiloon request"
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treatment
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RALEIGH, N. C. — (UPI) —
Examined and Supervised by
out many social circles in- self, out on stage in New York. Mississippi, North Carolina, The Carolina Power and Light at the hospital but their applithe State Department of
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eluding the National Council (She appeared on a 10-day South
Insurance and Banking.
asked to be exempted cations were den.ed. The phyof Negro Women of which she billin gwith Johnny Maths, and Virginia.
from President Kennedy's or- sicians again applied for "cour2 LOCATIONS
Jackie Wilson, Maxine Brown, Fellowships provided
is corresponding secretary.
by R. der forbidding job discrimina- tesy stet' privi-eges," and on 161 S. Main, JA. 5-1351
Chubby Checker, and a host J. Reynolds, included
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round tion by government contrac- Sept. 7, 1960 ther applications 152 Madison, JA. 5-7611
of other top stars.)
wi re denied.
trip travel allowances, tu- tors.
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East, including New York
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▪
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are alone?
room, board and a basic li- said if no exemption is grantpoints are Mesdames Vera
F- own business As such he has his obligation 0 inert It
CS: I try to pick out new brary of text
and resource ed, his company may lose some
Brooks and Etta Walker. Both tunes and I do a
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lot of read- books for each participant. of its subcontractors and conare teachers at Washington- ing.
E- wait for his cash — you place a treat hardship an him
tinuity of electric service at
Douglas school.
MS: What are you favorite
▪
Unless tie pays promptly tot ms papers. ne will lose
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1
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"Carolina Power and Light
the National Education As- myself.
has very fair personnel pracMS: What education did you
sociation.
tices," said Jack Riley, publ.
receive?
lic relations director.
NIAGARA
FALLS,
—
Ont.
CT: I received my high
He said the company feels
school education at Hamilton (UPI) — A husky, 30-year-old it should not be put in a pohigh school. Next fall I will Negro, who successfully con- sition of enforcing a Presidenbe a sophomore at Tennessee quered Niagara Falls Saturday tial order on its subcontractors
in a tailor-made ball, pleaded
A&I State university.
especially since Congress has
MS: Carla, I've enjoyed guilty Monday to a charge of not acted on the question.
talking to you immensely. I "stunting" in the Niagara Rivthink everybody has had their er.
NEW YORK — Colleges and
questions answered .and for
Nathan Boys, of (491 E. universities hold more stock in
those who didn't, well, we're 165th at., Bronx) New York
oil companies than in any
sorry and we hope we asked City, paid a $100 fine and
other American industry, acthe ones that you might have $113.50 in court costs and was
cording to Oil Facts. The
asked had you been here.
released.
7 AM. 'TR MIDNIGHT
American Petroleum Institute
Open All Day Sundays
publication says these investments have a market value of
more than $93 million.

Memphis HS Teacher
Cited For Scholarship

by
I 4MIlairiNee Anna C. CookeA
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3Medics Sue To Integrate
Wilmington,N.C.Hospital
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NEED CASH.

—Quick Loans—

FARM FOR SALE!
CAIRO, ILL. 120 ACRES
$14,000 TERMS

Asks Job Bias
Exemption

HOUSE SAUSAGE CO.
4605 S.PARKER
State St., Chicago 9, I I., KE 8-1112
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Pay Your Defender Boy Promrtly

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER

$213 In Fines
D
enalty For
Niagara Stunt

Taste the
Greatness

GA
RD
IN
O'
S
SUPER MARKET LAMAR

of historic

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

FRYERS WHOLE . . . Lb. 18
HOME GROWN CORN . . . . . 2Ears5
TWIN PET DOG FOOD . . . Per Can 5c
DUKES MAYONNAISE at. 49c
ICE MILK . . • • • . /
1
2 Gal. 29c
BEEF LIVER. . . . . Lb. 39c
PORK LIVER. . . . . Lh.29c
This Ad Good July 20 through July 22

SALESMEN AND
SALESWOMEN WANTED
—•1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
3. Must be able to work around
the clock— 7 days a week

\'e need capable and aggressive display advertising salesmen and saleswomen to work in advertising field with experience and ability to
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starting
rates, wage progression and merit increases.
Bonuses. Give full details and experience in
writing. Send all replies to advertising.
—0—

POST OFFICE BOX 311
Memphis, Tennessee

Words of the Wise
1

am only one, but still I
am one. I cannot do everything, but still I can do
something.
—(Edward Everett Ralel
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America's Preferred Bourbon

T-K's
DRIVE IN
SNACK AT T-K's
Kingsburgers
Cheeseburgers
Barbecue
Hot Dogs
Shakes
Cold Drinks
JULY SPECIAL
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Bring Me Kiddies
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St. Andrew AME Moves
Into New Home July 23

Tennis Club
Appoints New
Officers

Knox College To Have
Six Faculty Additions

Friends Day
Observed At
Prri.iscuIrtnrerecolli: Walker Temple

ft

Blasting
through the
bamboo
curtain!

BASEHART

NALC Launches Drive To
Desegregate Labor Area

•

GE Plant To Hire By
Talent, Not On Race

*ARRA PIR47,EN170••••••711711••••**IAN Nil
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — Bishop
Matthew W. Clair, jr., accomGeneral Electric co.'s lamp all races. The plant does some
THE 20,000 votes on the roll durOF
EXHIBITION
panied by his wife, left New plant, 1356 Riverside dr. fired defense work. General ElecYEAR could be a boxing ex- ing a 60-day campaign. If the
on
by
jet
City
airline
York
hibition between a promising goal is reached, more than 333
a shot for equality of job op- tric and other firms signed a
July 5, en route to Europe and
pledge in Washington, D. C.
Negro fighter and a white voters will have to register
portunity that may eventually holding to the equal opporAfrica.
boxer—right here in Memphis each day. Or at ,east average
Bishop Clair, resident bishop be heard all round Memphis. tunity principle.
--at
the City auditorium. that number. Good luck to the
Representative Ben Juley
of the St. Louis Area of the The plant showed its good
Such a bout is being arranged, volunteer workers in the drive.
central jurisdiction of the Me- faith with the hiring of a Ne- of the International Union of
A BIG FAT WOMAN from
says the grapevine. If all dethodist church, will be the of- gro woman, several weeks Electrical, Radio and M atails can be worked out, the West Memphis was berating
chine Workers reported that
exhibition might be put on our city as a jungled mess. She
ficial representative of the ago.
Harry Shepard, acting man- his group is also pledged to
said she would not live in
sometime in November.
Council of Bishops at a celebraGOV. BUFORD ELLING- Memphis. While riding down
tion of the independent church ager of the plant, said from avoid disci•imination in hirnow on equal opportunity ing.
TON is choosing his words Parkway, she said "this is a
of Ghana. July 29-30.
Negro men have been testvery carefully when discussing nice sub-division with those
His first stop in Europe was for both Negroes and whites
the surplus-food for Fayette- nice white trees." The white
Copenhagen, Denmark. He was for employment at the es- ed at the plant, said Juley,
and-Haywood Co cities issue. trees—are not trees at all—they
guest of Bishop Odd Hagen, tablishment will be the rule. but none have met the standno Negro ards. Machinists standards are
He is not saying anything are lamp posts. Will somebody
episcopal leader of the Method- The plant still has
the high, he said. Several Negro
about the Federal Government please tell the lady the differists in the Northern Europe men employed among
aid being doled out to his state ence between lamp posts and
women have qualified, he
600 workers.
area.
—that would jeopardize his trees.
Shepard noted that the GE said.
Bishop
Clair
visit
will
BrusIN
WHEN A CUSTOMER
chances for a federal appo:ncplant comes under the jurisThe plant's bargaining unit
sels, Belgium. Prague, before diction of the Federal Gov- is composed of 550 employes.
ilknent later on.
A LOCAL EATERY REgoing to Ghana on July 30. He ernment's course to see that In the women's group there
J. T. CHANDLER, chairman QUESTED OF A Waitress to
is scheduled to fly to Moscow equal opportunity is provided is 450.
of the Abe Scharff Branch increase the volume of the juke
where he will visit in Riga and
YMCA's Committee of Man- box, the waitress said "no . . .
Leningrad from Aug. 2-9. He
agement, has returned to his where do you think you are?
will go to Helsinki on Aug. 9
job at Universal Life Insur- . . at Red Johnny's?"
for a five-day visit.
ance Company after about a TED WILLIE CRAFT, new10-day illness. We are happy ly elected president of the
The Clairs plan to attend the
that he is valve again.
Memphis Tennis Club, hesitatMethodist World Alliance in
WHEN A FORMER 1); .gv ed to accept the presidency beOslo, Norway, Aug. 16-24. They
instructor at Rust College be- cause he is not skilled at pre- MISS HARRY MAE Simons, and being the oldest active Mrs. Patsy Keys. Seated. from
will also visit in Hamburg,
Jones,
Dottie
Mrs.
nat.
are
says—That
left
e
came ill last week, somebody siding—as he
(left) chairman of the Vance committee worker in t h
Berlin, Frankfurt, Cologne,
called the President of Rust a good excuse. How many are Avenue Branch YWCA pre- branch. Others are (standing), Mrs. Rustic and Mrs. Mary D.
The congregation of St. An- supervision for 100 children'
Munich Aug. 25-Sept. 6. They
King.
and
Mille
college and asked him what to SKILLED at presiding?
Zettie
sents Mrs. Gertrude Bostic a Irons left, Mrs
are scheduled to go to Vienna, drew AME church. 248 E. Cal- daily, an interesting program
do with Prof. Ernest A. Bai- DR. JOSEPH H. JACKSON, YWCA pin for her service
Austria, Milan, Venice, Florhoun, recently closed a transac- for teenagers, young adults,
ley. The president said, "call president of the National Bapence and Rome Sept. 7.19.
his daughter. I couldn't do tist Convention USA, Inc. is
From there they will go to tion with the Parkway Baptist and a special program for the
anything with him while he scheduled to speak in Eads,
Delphi, Mycenae, Corinth and church for their former build- golden age group." He stated
was here." He taught at Rust Tenn., July 30 at Friendship
other points in Greece, Sept. ing, located at 867 S. Parkway further. "a charter has been
Baptist church. Cong. Cliff
1958-59.
20-24.
applied for, for a school for the
E.
A young man invited to ac- Davis is expected to speak on
They plan to return to St.
company a group of sit-inners the same program. This is a
According to the pastor, Rev. training of church workers."
Louis on Oct. 1.
A motorcade will leave the
to Walgreen's last week in case of the state and the church
Elmer M. Martin, the $162,000 old site at 9 a.m, going to the
quest of lunch, turned down getting together. Both speakmodern structure building is home of the new St. Andrew,
the offer for what might be ers are incumbents—that is—
completely air-conditioned, has July 23. The opening message
ansidered a very sensible rea- both are facing elections.
n: Said he to the person who WE ARE SORRY ti, hear
over 100 class rooms, desirable will be delivered at 10:45 by
stended the invitation and 'hat W. A. Miller, 13`,3 Quinn
offices for pastor, associate Bishop E. L. Hickmon, presidagreed to pick up the tab, ave., a leading figure in Cenminister, secretary and director ing bishop of the 13th Episco"Some other time, thank you. tenary Methodist churci is ill
of administration and educa- pal District.
I have already had my lunch." at home. Pray for his recovery.
During the afternoon protion, dining room facilities for
IDENTITY THE OLD GANG HAS realMISTAKE IN
400, and a parking lot for 100 gram, representatives from
was made by a white city bus ly gone-to-the-dogs, said a man
automobiles.
each of the five conferences in
passenger when a very fair who frequents the night-spots.
Rev. Martin stated, "along the 13th district will appear on
Negro woman got on the bus. He means they have gone to
The 1961-62 officers of the with regular religious services program to bring greetings
The white woman grabbed the Southland Park where the
Memphis Tennis club were St. Andrew plans to increase from various conferences.
hand of the fair Negro woman greyhounds run. Night-spots are
teamed temple in Wilmette, Ill. The elected during a regular meet- its program by concentrating Greetings from other denomiHines
achievements.
Mem—
SEPIA
FOR
THREE
until
and said "you can set." The hard hit for customers
ing, at 1936 Chelsea ave., last in the following areas: A nur- nations, civic and fraternal
Burleigh with photog Duncan on a pent. magazine has Harry Belafonte
Negro woman snatched her after Rusty retires for the phis based writer,
Elected sery and kindergarten with organizations.
Thursday
evening.
piece into the chang- on the cover with a fly -piece
trating
photographers
and
jr.,
Hines,
tracks
the
at
Winners
night.
hand and proceeded to the rear
president was Ted Willie Craft
ing Memphis. Hardin traveled pointing up t h e Memphis
Billy
and
Hardin
E.
George
favorite
their
at
in
drop
very
her
will
with
set
to
bus
of the
issue to Illinois to do a story on the story. See story on page one. of 2180 Hunter ave. An avid
S'rARTS SATURDAY!
dark husband. The white wom- night spot while returning Duncan hit the August
faith. Hardin has sonic (Photos by Duncan and liar. tennis player, he is employed
en said "that was once I made home. Losers are too angry to of Sepia magazine, a national Baha'i
JULY 22
Baha'i
the
din)
of
the
shots
Army
at
depot.
General
Negro
excellent
stop anywhere other than at periodical devoted to
a mistake in life."
. BIG DAYS - 4
Other officers elected include
THE JAYCEES didn't put home.
Benjamin Blakey, vice presion that golf "extraordinary" A GROUP OF MEN are
dent; Napoleon Williams, treasthey had been talking so much training to sing and dance.
urer; Dr. John E. Jordan, exean long about. The reason,that They say "you don't have to
OlUM-A P7C7URES
P,
cutive secretary. and Thaddeus
the event didn't take place is have a good voice for singing
diT. Stokes. public relations
. not enough today's stuff. You just have to
very simp'y .
man.
rector.
find a good promotion
members showed up.
T W 0 COUNTY SCHOOL About the dancing— they say
Plans for the club's annual
by
time
big
hit
don't
they
hitreaily
if
DRINCIPALS are
state tournament were discussollege will have languages. Dr.
g the books this summer at singing, they dance their way
ed. Also discussed was the
is
e Moyne college. They are into national fame. Good luck sixKnoxvillenef faculty
club's annual City Tournament
, MUMMA V
fall. Two present members (Tenn.), Rockford all.) College, Walker Temple AME church, scheduled to be played at John
working toward a bachelors to them.
PICTURES
THE BAILEY BROTHERS have received fellowships for and the Julliard School. She 3209 Ford rd. in Walker sub- Rogers city courts sometime in
degree in education.
NON-PARTISAN are very quiet—that is D'Army graduate study, and leaves of comes from Hanover (Ind.) Col- division. began Friendship Re- August.
CITIZEN
REGISTRATION COMMITTEE and Walter—We haven't heard absence have been granted to lege, where she has been pro- vival Sunday night, July 9, A special meeting was set
RICHARD
with a musical program renyows it will put an additional a peep out of them.
several, it has been announced fessor of French.
for 7 p.m. Wednesday, July 19,
by Dr. James A. Colston, presi- John A. Bell, a graduate of dered by Mrs. Hattie P. Gib- at the Abe Scharff Braneh
the young people of the
dent.
Philander Smith (Ark.) College son and
YMCA, 239 S. Lauderdale st
A THALIA IBM
neighborhood.
All members are urged to at
Three of the new members and the University of Arkansas
10,
July
night,
Monday
On
work
of
with additional graduate
tend.
will come to the department
at the University of Indiana, 8 p.m., revival services with
music. They are:
tesand
preaching
and
singing
NW SCHREIBER A
men.
Howard B. Brockington, who will be dean of
MINIMUM WAGE — Raistimony began. The service eonA HAMMER FILM PROOUCTION
expects to receive his doctorate
Mrs. Joyce M. Bell will serve
I BORT kW
SATH
Lie
304
P
la;
A
.
70
gradually
from
to
$1.25
$1
tinued through July 15, culmi- ed
IMINO1401111.1.11.1.10111111
at the State University of Iowa as head resident of Colston Hall.
observJ an hour, with coverage exthe
in
Sunday
nating
been appoint- She has a B.A. degree from
"Tell Brother David Alston sult AFL-CIO delay in coming this summer, has
ance of Annual Friends Day. tended to several million adnot to be a tool of southern to grips with burning is- ed associate professor and Philander Smith College and Participating churches were ditional workers.
racists," the executive board of sue of race bias in trade chairman of the music depart- an MA from the University of Walker Memorial - Christian.' --- —
ment. He received both the Colorado with majors in speech
the Negro American Labor unions.
Rev. G. A. Evans, pastor; St
Council cautioned when it re- They recommended to all par- Bachelor's and Master of Mu- therapy and psychology.
John AME, Rev. J. C. Richard
quested A. Philip Randolph to ties concerned a top level par- sic degrees from Michigan State AWARDED FELLOWSHIP
son, pastor; and St. Andree
urge David Alston. Vice Presi- ley of Labor and Negro lead- University. He served as bandgraduate
for
Fellowships
AME, Rev, E. M. Martin. pas
ident of the International Long- ers.to explore common grounds master in the U. S Navy, was study have gone to Dr. Robert tor.
Illtioreman's Association to re- of agreement, common goals an instructor at Florida MX H. Harvey, professor of math- Rev. M. V. Reed is pastor it
sign as chairman of a "Jim and cooperative projects, such university, and comes to Knox- ematics and chairman of the Walker Temple and Mrs. D
SECOND IN A SERIES OF
Crow housing committee" as voter registration, with all ville College from Wilberforce department, and Mrs. Daphne Harrold was chairman of the
JAZZ CONCERTS
SUMMER
university where he has head- L. McGinnis.
which is setting up the conven- possible haste.
Friends Day.
tion of the Virginia State Fed- On related matters the ex- ed the music department since
Dr. Harvey is the recipient of
—Al 1957.
eration of Labor" a Is southern ecutive council:
two National Science Founda- degree on a United Negro Colwill
jr.,
Carter,
M.
style in Norfolk, August 28.
Nathan
mr.co
1. Supported the
tion Scholarships, one for a six- lege Fund Faculty Grant.
This blunt statement reflects
mendation of President be instructor in music and con- week course at Bowdoin ColLeaves of absence have been
He
Choir.
Concert
the
the determination and mood of
of
ductor
executhe
to
Randolph
lege, Maine, and one for a year granted James H. McGinnis,
HORN LAKE ROAD SOUTH OF SHELBY DRIVE
the NALC executive board
tive council of the AFL- is a graduate of Hampton Insti- of post-doctoral study and re- associate professor of music, for
during its mid-summer session
CIO calling for the adop- tute and the Julliard School of search in mathematics at the study toward a doctor of music
as it prepared to back up with
tion and implementation Music. He comes from Julliard, University of Kansas.
degree at Indiana University,
action their president A. Phiof a "Code of Fair Racial where he was assistant to the
Mrs. McGinnis, associate and Dr. C. Merrill Proudfoot,
lip Randolph in his encounter
Trade Union Practices." director of the Julliard Chorus. professor of business education, chairman of the humanities diwith the AFL-CIO hierarchy
Miss Marion Barnum, a
2. Cited the need for a nawill study at Indiana Univer- vision, for graduate study at
featuring
over segregationist policies of
tional survey of hiring teaching fellow at Julliard. will sity for a doctor of education Columbia University
the Virginia labor body which
practices of international teach piano. Miss Barnum holds
recently issued a convention
unions, state labor fed- both the undergraduate and
call requiring Negro delegates
erations and city central graduate diplomas in piano
AND HIS COMBO
SPECIAL SELECTION
to register at separate quartlabor trade councils.
from Julliard School of Music.
and
hotel
ers for Jim Crow
3. Set up structure for the Miss Barnum has given conof
recreation accommodations.
oacond annual NALC certs at Julliard, has been solo"We hold these truths to be
Convention to be held in ist with the Grand Forks, N.D..
19c ea.
45 RPM RECORDS
PROGRESSIVE JAZZ VOCAL QUARTET
also self-evident that segregaChicago in November.
Symphony Orchestra and the
tion violates the constitution of
AT
Philharmonic Music Club of
the United States as well as
Vancouver, B. C.. and has apAithat of the AFL-CIO; that seg- TOURIST ALLOWANCE— peared regularly with the CanKennedy's
grant
will
Congress
Wegation is immoral before God
American adian Broadcasting Corp.
SWINGIN' INSTRUMENTAL GROUP
and man: that segregation de- request that each
Dr. Helen F. Farrere, who
to bring
allowed
he
tourist
men
all
of liberty, inteprives
York
New
from
I
Ph.D.
a
holds
grity and dignity. Therefore, only $100 worth of duty-free university, will be professor o'
back from foreign
nothing less than a systematic goods
German and chairman of the
and relentless campaign for de- countries. They now are aldepartment of modern foreign
featuring
MISTRESS OF CEREMONIES
segregation of southern state lowed $500.
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'Jazz Under The Stars
AKEVIEW COUNTRY CLUB

SATURDAY, JULY 22nd-8 p.m. 'Iii?
*LUTHER STEINBERG
*TWO-AND-TWO

*THE COUNTDOWNS

THE BLUE NOTE
Record Shop

AFL-CIO federations and their
city central labor councils can
be our goal. Norfolk will be
our first target," stated Randolph.

tf, U.
PR 00

PARLEY RECOMMENDED
Members of the Council
viewed the Norfolk situation
as another example of the widening gap between the Negro
and Labor communities, "a
deepening breach" which was
more than documented at the
NALC Washington and New
York Workshops on discrimination in industry, labor and gov•rnment. The belief generally
expressed was that the "crisis
of confidence" between the Negro and Labor communities
would tend to deepen as a re-

BYBUS ,
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PRO3LEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.

*MARTHA JEAN

• Rhythm and Blues
• Latest Popular Hits
• Latest Jazz

• REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE

• BRING STADIUM CUSHIONS CAR BLANKETS OR FOLDING CHAIR

If We Don't Have It—We'll Get It!
JOIN RECORD CLUB—Inquire at Shop
Open from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.

1310 FLORIDA STREET

• DRESS INFORMALLY

FREE PARKING ON CLUB GROUNDS

PUBLIC IS INVITED!

WH 8-9316

COUPON
This Coupon is Worth 15c on the Purchase of
45 Record
- or 60c on The Purchase of Any Lp
Before July 30, 1961

any

ADMISSION $
PLEASE PAY AT GATE

For
Everycne

Oka'

hAllaWAY, JULY 22, 1961

Nesbit's Students In
Piano, Organ Recital

By HERBERT L. BUGGS
WHY GO TO CHURCH?
GASTEX STREET
"Why do we go to church
Sponsors at 1868 Castex st.,
and Sunday School? Because will have it kaown that the
we are so marvelously right- Prophet R. T. Purharn will
•o a a and learned? No, be- render service through July
cause we are sinful and ig- 21. Service begins.
norant. We are weak and GRACE BAPTIST
need strength. and we beRev. R. W. McClendon of
lieve the testimony of the Grace Baptist church will have
Bible to the effect that we it known that the order of
are at least put on the way service on Sunday is: 9:30 am,
of getting that strength and Sunday School; Regular noon
wisdom we need in the service at 11 a.m.; Evening
church.
service at 7:30 p.m.
"We need to worship to DISTRICT ASSOCIATION
lift us to God. We need to
The 53rd Annual Session of
hear the stirring singing of Hickory Grove District Assohymns that we may take ciation and its auxiliaries plan
heart to go on. We need to to convene with the Chapel Hill
hear the assurance of the Missionary Baptist church of
gospel that in His Mercy, Brownsville, Tenn., July 18
God has stooped down to for- through 21. Dr. A. E. Camp- NEW HOME—
This modern estimated $162,000. The formgive our sins through Jesus bell is moderator. Rev. F. D. building at Parkwa
y and erly all-white church will
Christ, and give us another Freeman is executive secre- Mississippi has been
pur- become the new home for St.
chance.
tary. Sam Bond is treasurer chased from the Parkway Andrew AME church this
"We need to meet and and Rev. L. T. Shepard, host Baptist congregation for an Sunday.
The building is cammingle with the people who pastor.
believe as we do in Christ
Some of the churches to parand are seeking the same ticipate will be Cumberland
things we do. Christian in- Street, Cedar Hill, Peaceful
fluence and contact, leading Chapel, Apostolic Humbold
t,
us into lives of love and sere- Bluff Creek. Snip Grove, Can
ice."—Dr. Earl Douglass.
Creek, First Baptist Bemis,
Lower Salem, Russell Grove,
SUMMIT MEET
Dr. Albert Schweitzer, famed Bethlehem No. 2, Clover Chahumanitarian and Nobel prize pel, God Hope and many
winner, has agreed to be hon- others.
orary head of a proposed sum- Dr. Campbell is urging all
mit peace conference of reli- . pastors to have their choirs
gious leaders. Rabbi Maurice and ushers present on their reN. Eisendrath, president of the spective nights of the Associa- 'THE PARSON
'S PRAYER
self in those about us that as
Union of American Hebrew tion and support the Women's
they see us going about our
I do not ask
Congregation, announced the Convention.
way they will be inspired to
appointment of the famed 86- He said much more is ex- That crowds may throng the
want to be like us. The very
temple.
year-old medical missionary at pected of the Association today
fact that we should show those
the Sabbath Service of the than it was five years ago. Dr. That standing room be priced, about us somethi
ng different
12th International confab of Campbell wants to donate I only ask that as I voice that needs to be copied. There
the messag.
the World Union for Progres- $500 to the Baptist Freedom
must be positive living on the
Fund; represent in the Na- They may see
sive Judiast.
part of the church-goers that
Christi
tional Baptist Convention with
should challenge the best in the
I do not ask
Rabbi Eisendrath told dele$250 and in the state convenpeople about us. This positive
gates of 22 nations that PreFor churchly pomp or
action must be so positive that
mier Khrushchev, Presdent tion with $500: donate to the
pageant.
it would stir up something in
Kennedy and other world lead- J. L. Campbell school of Re- Or music such
as wealth alone the minds,
heart, and lives, of
ers appear further apart than ligion $200. Dr. Campbell said can buy,
he is depending on each church
those about us that living on{
ever in their negotiations.
only
ask
I
that as I voice the a higher plane will be a part
to do its best.
of
It is the duty of religion, he APOSTO
message
LIC FAITH
each life with which we come
said, to exert moral pressure
Elder Ervin George is con- He may be nigh!
in contact.
to try to persuade the head of
ducting a Revival and Religious I do not ask
The Christ we worship must
state to subordinate self-intercampaign at Church of God In That men may sound my
become a part of us. Someest and hasten their negotiapraises
Christ of the Apostolic Faith,
one has said and said wisely,
tions so an accidental push of a
Till-STATE Defender (KRT) $ Or headlines spread my
"The only Christ that many
button may not destroy the
name
abroad.
1767 Benford, near Silverage.
will see is the Christ we live."
world.
The revival began July 16. El- I only pray that as I voice This makes our lives valuable.
The idea of a summit confab der N. Jefferso
the
message
.
n is pastor.
Years ago the poet s a i d.
of religious leaders was pro- PAPAL
Hearts may find God.
ENCYCLICAL
"Christ has no hands but our
I do not ask
posed in 1959 by Rabbi Eisen- Pope
hands, no feet but our feet,
John XXIII announced
For earthly place or laurel,
drath after discussion with the
and no
Roman Catholic church
tongues
but our
Or of this world's distinctions
leaders of 1st ami, Buddhist, doctrine
tongues." In proportion that we
on labor relations, for
any part.
Moslem, Hindu and Shintoist the
fail to live up to what is exage of automation, state I only ask
when I have voiced ported of
faiths, as well as outstanding plannin
us in any of these
g and awakening unthe message,
Christian churchmen.
areas we fail God's program.'
derdeveloped nations.
MY Saviour's heart.
Since then the president of The
Basically we have no reason
doctrine, to be unfolded
We live in a day when
the one-million-member
for attendin gchurch but that!
re- in a 25,000 word encyclical church-going
to many is a mat- God might be
form bodies representing 630
glorified through
letter, took several months to ter of form and fashion.
The
synagogues in the western
write in the Latin origin and deep-seated reasons for going us. This 'Parson's Prayer' is
hemisphere have worked to
not only a prayer for the,
another two months to translate to church of decades ago has
bring about such a conference.
preacher but one for each of
with painstaking accuracy into passed away. The sincerity of
us. Not only should the people
Rabbi Eisendrath said he hopes
the world's leading languages. yesterday-year is a thing of see
to form an international orChrist through the ministhe past. Our reason for going ter
PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
but each person of the
ganized committee and exThe Annual Men's Day pro- today is wrapped largely on a congrega
tion should carry with
pected the conference to have
gram will be celebrated July matter of conformity. The far- them a
picture or image of
Bombay as the site.
23
at Progressive Baptist reaching meaning must once Jesus. When we
do this Jesus
OAK GROVE
church, 394 Vance. Rev, P. L. again return to our world that becomes a reality
to many who
A banquet is planned at Row
some
moral
and
spiritua
of First Baptist Chelsea
l signi- otherwise would never
get a
Owen college July 28, 8 p.m.
normally associated chance to come
and the male chorus will be ficance
in contact with
It will be sponsored by the
guests. Other male choruses with going to church must once Him. We must recognize this
as
Woman's Day committee of the
and guests will be in attend- again be expressed.
our mission here.
Oak Grove Baptist church.
Our church-going must be
ace.
The message of God and the,
Rev. O. C. Collins is pastor.
_
something that will project itnearness of God will become

C THOMAS PAIGE

.tidents of the Nesbit's for the Student Chorus No. 1;
Piano and Organ Studio, and Miss Alberta Turner w
were presented in an annual accompanist
Stud.,
for
recital last Wednesday evening Chorus No. 2. Mrs. Ernestine
at the Vance Avenue Branch H. Melerren was mistress
of
YWCA under the dynamic di- ceremonies.
rection of Euguene A. Nesbit, A reception was held immeowner and director of the Stu- diately following the recital by
dio.
the courtesy of Pet Milk and
Participants skillfully execu- Sealtest Companies. It was
ted works by Chopin. Dvorak, under the directio
n of Mrs.
Rubenstein, Schumann, Beet- Mildred Riley, a consulta
nt for
hoven, Schubert and other the companies.
noted composers.
Among parents and friends
The organ for the recital attending were Mrs.
Isabella
was furnished by the Ham- J. Nesbit, Mrs.
Ileane L. Nunmond Organ Studio.
nally and son of Athens, Ga.,
Catherine Gilder and Jen- mother and
sister and nephew
niter Royal were accompanists of the director.
pletely air - conditioned and
has 100 class rooms desirable
for offices for pastor, assoc•
tale minister, secretary and

director of admixiistration and
education. There is a parking lot that will accomodate
100 automobiles.

realities in the sight of our ing through the eye of the
fellowmen only to the degree needle. The best interpretation
that are parts of the message of this passage says that it is
and the nearness of God our- impossible for the camel to go
selves. All that we do and through this narrow passage
say must give evidence that we loaded with all of his excessive
speak because we are near baggages. Superficiality on the
enough to Him to hear what part of many of us will keep
He has to say. The nearness us from entering into the 'Area
can only be realized when we Of Greatest Joy.' Heaven
is
take off all of the things that not attained through deceit and
make our religion superficial. hypocrisy contrary to the
As long as our church-going is thinking of many of us. The
superficial it will never be basis for attaining Heaven is
meaningful.
being sincere in what we do
One of the most misunder- for the cause of the kingdom.
stood passages of the Bible con- This and this only will answer
cerns itself with the camel go- the 'Parson's Prayer.'

From left are Mrs. Connie
Rivers, Mrs. Ethel T. Nelson,
Mrs. Mary T. Tyler. Mrs.
Willie Davis and Mrs. Ruth
Brown. Mrs. Ruthie Strong
served as Mistress of Ceremonies. Rev, H. L. Starks is
pastor

NEW SET-UP!
Rowe
Is Now Open Both For Ice Cream And

A MEAT MARKET
located... 1814 JACKSON
WEST MEMPHIS, ARK.
SPECIALS:

4 barbecues $1.00 - 1 hamburgers $1.00

MEATS OF ALL KINDS

CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
—.—
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

and Accessories
RENTAL

ROBES AVAILABLE
Place You, Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or

WIRE

CUSTOM

TAILORS

BHS
INC.
248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tennessee

"YOUR Company

Makes What You Ask For And

&totes What You Think

or

Your Church so
Can Benefit From
GROUP SAVING OF VALUABLE

Quality Stamps!
Inquire at your church about starting
a QUALITY STAMP SAVINGS CLUB. In short
time your church can add comforting

•

accessories!
Yes, Madame,
We Give Quality Stamps at
all Big Star Stores. These
stamps are very valuable indeed.
It is amazing how fast they
will accumulate if you are careful as to where you shop. Look
for the Quality Stamp sign in
the windows where you shop,
such as, cleaners, filling stations, bakeries and most every
type of business in your district
give Quality Stamps.
If you have taken my advice
your shopping will be easy.
Knock the dust off those Quality
Stamp books and head for one of
your redemption stores and what
a delighted family you'll have at
summer vacation time — Dad's
golf ball or fishing tackle will be
just right, the small fry will
love his baseball and mitt, sia-

JANA PORTER

ANNUAL CHOIR DAY was
held recently at St. James
AME church. The senior
choir held a well-planned
program, the highlight of
which was the presentation
of tokens to Mrs. Ethel T.
Nelson, director and Mrs.
Mary L. Tyler. president.

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns

ter's doll and tea set will hit the
spot and mother will polish her
chest of silver all the ensuing
years.
We mention only a few of the
beautiful and useful gifts that
Quality Stamps will buy — get
a catalog at your favohite Big
Star Store.
Church groups, PTA, and civic organizations are now pooling
their books and are turning over
500 at one time to get wonderful
gifts for their church, school or
community center.
I hope you enjoy giving your
gifts from Quality Stamps as
well as I do. It is so easy to
shop at your redemption store
with all the gifts arranged in
one big room.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter.

4

•

5
6
7
8
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FROM SMALL STARS big
stars come. And who's to
know? Maybe this group of
youngsters may turn out to be
another Carla Thomas. Picture above is of a group that
recently performed on the Big
Star Food Stores tr: Memphis

and the Mid.Soutli talent program heard every Saturday
over radio station WDIA,
11:30. This show has been
sponsored by the Rig Star almost as long as the Big Star
has been in existence. It bas
brought WDIA listeners hours

and hours of fine entertainment from the young people
of the Mid-South. Only through
your patronage of Rig Star
can this be a fact. Big Star
thanks you. The kids thank
you. Keep up the good work.

itto • 9

Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

CASH FOOD STORES

•
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Thrill To The
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Of Two
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In
Action!
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The Tri-State
DEFENDER

NEWSBOYS
CONTEST!
Three Grand Prizes

Three Boys Will Win An-All Expense Paid Trip To
St. Louis To See Major ,League Baseball In Action
Plus A Tour Of Historic St. Louis
CONTEST BEGINS WITH THIS ISSUE! READ RULES ON THIS PAGE: ONE OF THE TRIPS

Plus Other Valuable
Prizes:

TO ST. LOUIS WILL GO TO A NEW CARRIER!

RULES:
1—The contest will be based on the number of your average increase

Over

your base.

•

4th ROLLFAST
MIDDLE
WEIGHT
BICYCLE
5th—LIONEL ELECTRIC TRAIN
6th—BOW AND ARROW SET
7th—BASEBALL BAT & FIELDERS GLOVE
8th—CATCHER'S MITT & BALL
9th—ROLLFAST ROLLER SKATES
10th -16th—MONEY CHANGERS
AND FLASHLIGHTS

2—Your base will be the number of papers you sold for May 27.
3—The base for any new boy will be 0.
4—Your complete report must be made every week.
5—You must sell papers each week of the contest.
6—Employees of the Tri-State Defender and members of their families are
ineligible.

FILL IN THIS COUPON NOW!!
MAIL OR BRING TO THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER

FILL OUT
COUPON
TODAY!

E

— -CLIP AND MAIL- — —
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Memphis, Tennesse
Wellington
236 South

I would like to become a Tri-State Defender Carrier. I
understand that I will be eligible to earn extra spending
money and win valuable prizes.
I would like a route 0
I have 10 or more customers 0

FIRST NAME
ADDRESS
TELEPHONE

Base Number of Papers for Old Boys Will Be That Of May 27 — For New Boys, the
Week they Start. Contest will Close the Week Of August 27 - September 2.
1
.111111.

MIDDLE
CITY

AGE

LAST NANA
STATE

ZONE
SOY

01111.

I would like my son/daughter to make some spending money and get early business training like most of
America's great men.
PARENT AND GUARDIAN

The New
npfPnrier
—

:I
NEED TiPu-r UP ONE 0'114EAA
-13'4 GOL.N..VIE•?
TNAR -NANGS SO'S TA WARN US %NEN
:
II4EM 'FREEDOPA RIDA51 IS)
A COAAIN 1,
• -)
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Home Office: 236 &Path Wallington
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by NAT D. WILLIAMS
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THE HOUSING "FRONTcities settled only in the older
One of the greatest battles sections, which already were
the Negro yet faces in the quest slums or near-slums."
for integrated American citi- "Belden Morgan, past presiSubscription rate: One year. $6; six monliss. S3.50, (2-year special Sulteerepticto rate $101
zenship is in the realm of hous- dent of both the Chicago and
The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility tor unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos.
ing.
the Los Angeles chapters of
Published Every Thursday by the New Tr,-St ate Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Paid
Residential segregation is the Society of Residential Apat Memphis, Tennessee. Under Act of Marc h 2, 1879.
going to be harder to break praisers, pointed out: "Blaming
than any of the other proscrip- Negroes for the slums is akin
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
tions the Negro fades or has to blaming the prisoners for
faced,
the existence of the concentraResidential segregation has tion camps of Russia.'
NATIONAL ADVERTISING — SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT
long been the main method of "The primary cause of slum
2400 So. Michigan Avenue
Chicago 16, Illinois
the North in keeping the Ne- conditions, Morgan said is "the
Phone — CAlumet 5-2400
gro in his "place." It is be- advancing age of the structcoming increasingly a major ores coupled with the lack of
means the South is using to
,ntenance by Indifferent ant'
guard its embattled bulwarks, greedy absentee owners who
Right here in Memphis, one knew it was not necessary to
can see in ever clearer out- maintain the properties to hold
line the octopus of residential tenants when the shortage of
segregation as it looks when housing was so acute."
systematically applied. There The article saw enough of
was a time when Negroes lived the "side of the white folk who
General Electric Company's plant lo- have said the union policy opposes ra- just about all over Memphis and fear Negro neighobors to note
there
was not much evidece some of the real emotions and
cated at 1356 Riverside Drive, made it cial discrimination. Of the 600 employee
known earlier this week that it is in in the plant, approximately 550 are af- of any deliberate plan of hous- experiences they have to undering segregation. True, Negro go when Negroes move in.
the process of giving equal jobs oppor- filiated with the union.
neighborhoods could be readi- What makes many whites unGeneral Electric Company's local plan ly detected . . .
tunities to Negroes, a privilege long
not only by easy (or worse) about living in
enjoyed among white employees. T h e is moving in the right direction. To dis- the complexion of the rest- in interracial neighborhood is
announcement was made by Harry uirninate against a source of potential dents . . . but also by such the fear of losing social status.
simply because that potential might be items as upkeep of the proper- Unless a white person has a
Shepard, acting manager.
Mr. Shepard said that the first Ne found in Negroes is a shameful waste ty, appearance of the streets special circle of friends (say,
gro woman employee was hired about that Memphis or another progressive . . . and other-real and imagin- in the academic or theatrical
ary matters of sight, sound, and world) he would generally lose
three weeks ago and several others art., city cannot afford.
being considered.
We hope that the local Ger.eral Elec- smell. But, still there was no face among his relatives and
sharp Memphis plan of hous- friends, if he chose to live in
The move, as indicated, is the result tric Company will put forth an honest
a racially mixed neighborhood.
ing segregation.
of a pledge signed by eight of the im effort to hire and upgrade Negroes who
Today there is in evidence He would encounter social prestion's biggest companies in Washing have been given equal opportunity for such a plan. More and more in sures of a wide range. An ac'.on, D.C. last week. These eight corn employment, and advancing. We feel Memphis has been heard an quaintance may merely raise
panies have obtained some of the big that a token representation of Negro argument that is now old hat his eyebrow. Or a relative may
gest defense contracts let by the Fed employees on the company's payroll in the North and East. White suggest, and not subtle that
eral government which requires "equal would not be dealing for the best inter- folk justify the herding of Ne- perhaps he has lost all respect
gross into "Negro neighbor- for his wife and children. Or a
job opportunities" as a condition to est.
maintain the contract according to speci
However, we are hoping that General hoods" (ghettoes) by this argu- co-worker in the office might
ment. They use it to resist what point out that his address is
fications.
Electric will set a good example of given
"Negro invasions" of not quite the kind he should
Ben Juley, representative of the In- "equal opportunity" for other companies they call
white neighborhoods. This is have for promotion in the cornternational Union of Electrical, Radi, and businesses in Memphis. Where Ne- the argument that sends so pany.
and Machine Workers, is reported to groes are given an equal opportunity, many of them running to the The main point of the article
you find a progressive locality.
outskirts of town when they hinges on the fact that Negro
can afford it. It's a vicious residence does not hurt properargument.
ty values. Negro families have
The argument is that—"Ne- moved into a few Chicago subgroes depreciate property val- urbs. Par k Forest Western
ues." It is an argument that Springs and York Center . . .
is almost a document of faith without causing any disruption
with most white and many in the real estate market. The
black Americans . . . whether whites in these areas protectin the North, East, West, and ed their property by the siMple There is a very great need for If our artists
are to live as ar- musicians, and dancers is a
now the South. It is widely expedient of keeping their..
..b..OS;..a.-serious theatre in the Harlem tists and keep their art alive, great community deficiency -American race prejudice, which has The Republicans were faced with the and firmly held .
. both by i ities in check.
many manifestations and consequences, is same dilemma, that is whether to give professionals in the real estate The article quotes one real community of New York City— the Negro people themselves in fact, an inexcusable deficior on the South Side of Chica- must open up avenues of ex- ency.
not a localized social phenomenon. It is their moral support to the militant Negro industry and by ordinary citi- state authority, Peter Grimm,
so, or in Los Angeles—a thea- pression for them—and these Once there was the Lafayette
spread over the length and breadth of movement or not. And their failure to do zens. Now,even some "big shot" who says "The value of any- tre in
which the drama and the will in turn be avenues of ex- Players at the Old Lincoln
these United States; and is to be found in so in unmistakable terms contributed Negroes, who have acquired a thing including land and build- folk arts of
the Negro people pression for all of us — saying Theatre and later at the Lafaybit of fairly valuable property ings, is subjective" . . . the imevery crevice and hamlet, every city and much to their defeat.
might be 'presented before the what we would like to see and ette. Once there was the Harare joining in the chorus, when portant subjective element in
social organization, every commercial
lem Suitcase Theatre where
There was a time when Chicago was poorer members of their racial housing and race is the attitude audiences out of whom this hear said.
house and department store, and in al- regarded as the most militant
drama and art is born. In these There is a second answer to, "Don't You Want To Be Free?"
spot in ilk, threaten to move next of whites. The more they
most every house of worship.
lose days of hoped for integration, "Why a Negro theatre?" That ran for 135 performances. Once
America. The Sanhedrin, a movement door. The chords goes, "If we their racial fears and prejudIn fact prejudice raises its ugly head organized by Dean Kelly Miller of let them buy a house here, ices the less they will have some ask "Why a Negro thee- answer is that there is so much there was the Negro Playtre?" The answer is twofold,
almost everywhere in America. It is in Howard University, and
abundantly rich material in Ne- wrights Company where Theowhose purpose they'd bring down property to fear about losses in property
the North as well as in the South. Here was mobilization
The first answer has nothing gro life in the field of drama, dore Ward's "Big White Fog"
of Negro leadership for values" for they won't keen up values."
and there its effect is lessened by militant positive social action
to do with race, but rather with music, and the dance that is was produced. Finally there was
Now watchubet! !!
against racial segre- their places."
the state of the American thea- not being used today on the the American Negro Theatre
action of Negro citizens who refuse to be gation, had its
But is it true that Negroes
first meeting in Chicago.
tre in general, largely centra- American stage,and there are whose "Anna Lucasta" went to
do depreciate property values?
pushed around, spat upon and kicked like
The Association for the Study of
lized on and controlled by corn_ many talented colored actors, Broadway.
The Negro Digest, a Johnson
alley dogs.
Negro Life and History was organized publication of monthly issue,
mercial Broadway. The high singers, and dancers, who per- Out of these groups came
Those who do not have enough gump- here under the guidance
of Dr. Carter G. has presented a condensed artisome of the best American accost of production on Broad- form irregularly, if at all,
tion or initiative to fight back or to even Woodson of Washington, D.
C. Woodson de from Ave Maria Magazine
way, running into hundreds of Within recent years, too, we tors: Charles Gilpin, C a n a d a
register their resentment usually find thought an acquaintance with
MADISON, Wis. — (UPI)— thousands of dollars, prevents have developed some very tal- Lee, Hilda Simms, Earl Hyman,
the Negro's on the subject. Bob Sense)"
ways and means to vegetate and excuse cultural heritage and the role he
played wrote the article. It appeared The National Association for any sort of art coming into be- ented playwrights including Maxwell Glanville, H i 1 d a
conditions. Slavery would have prevailed in the development of the American
Peterson.
William Haynes, Earl Jones, Sidney
civi- in the July, 1961 issue of Ne- the Advancement of Colored ing there that does not have L o u is
today as a justifiable commercial under- lization, might help to destroy
a great commercial possibilities Branch, Powell Lindsay, Fred- Poitier, Harry Belafonte, and
the myth gro Digest under the heading, People (NAACP) said
taking, had not the slaves themselves of Negro inferiority.
"Myths and Facts About Ne- pray-in will be held Monday plus large sums of money be- trick Lights, Alice Childress, others. None of these groups exrevolted time and again against the instiCharles Seebre, Theodore Ward, ists any longer and our actors
With few exceptions, such as the gross and Property Values." at the University of Wiscon- hind it.
Every American, who wants sin in an effort to gain legistution.
These conditions make cre- Owen Dodson, Randolph Ed- are dependent almost entirely
NAACP and the March On Washington
to be fair minded ought to read lative approval of a Wiscon- a t i v e experimentation on mons, Loften Mitchell. But we upon the whims of Broadv.-iy
In the history of civilization no race or Movement, all militant action
organiza- the article. It provides a worksin Civil Rights Fair Hous- Broadway almost impossible, have no theatres of our own in commercial managers for ennation is ever set free against its own tions for racial justice and
equality got ing insight on one of the naregardless of race. Such cam- which we may see their plays, gagements.
ing Bill,
wishes. Those who are suppressed and their start in Chicago.
tion's most deep seated and
Because this is so, not only
stipulations almost au- and no stages where they may
oppressed must first yell against their
State NAACP Vice Presi- mercial
In the last decade or so Chicago has vexing road-blocks on the road
tomatically freeze out the art try out their scripts, polish Harlem, but all of New York
oppressors before they can be rescued been lagging behind.
We have allowed to interracial understanding and dent Gordon Young said the and the artist of the Negro them and learn from the per- City and the nation is the poorfrom their plight.
the Sit-in and the Freedom Riders' move- peace. For instance, here are pray-in would conclude with community, except foi a con- formances.
er for lack of opportunity to enThe oppressed cannot count on orga- ments to take place
capitol to
Broadway pays these Negro joy more fully the rich talent
without duplicating some quotes from Mr. Senser's a march to the
trolled version of their art such
show support for the bill.
nized outside help. if they themselves do their efforts.
What's the matter? Are we observations:
as whites wish to be presanted playrights very little attention. that Negroes possess — with no
"Do Negroes depreciate pronothing to bring about a change in their getting too soft
and a handful of colored Broad- If their talents are not to showcases, national or local, in
to fight segregation in
perty values? Until recently.
status and conditions. The young students housing,
"bloom unseen upon the desert which to project it, and no
way—managed entertainers.
discrimination in employment, even most authorities could not NOW YOU KNOW
in the South who started the Sit-in moveis currently impossible for air" we ourselves must provide stages of our own on which to
segregation in bathing beaches, segrega- answer that question only
Nijinsky
is
Vaslav
The
late
ment attracted so much attention and tion in
public and private hospitals and guesswork, based on limited believed to be the only ballet more than a few Negro actors stages for their work. That the sing and dance and act our own
sympathy that even the politicians had segregation in
urban community dreams. Integration is wonderour public schools?
experience in the older neigh- dancer to master the Entre- or singers or dancers to achieve largest Negro
Harlem, has not ful, but culture begins at home.
to side with them.
All of these infringements would be borhoods in older cities. Years chat Dix — crossing and un- expression in the Broadway in the world,
theatre, or in Hollywood, or one single serious theatre for its I propose the creation of a NaThe Democratic Party thought it wise eliminated
durtimes
the
feet
crossing
10
Chicago,
ago
Negro
coming
to
overnight if we were orgaove,- the radio or in television, playwrights, actors, singers, tional Afro-American Theatre.
and defensible to insert in the platform nized
for action. Chicago is ready for Detroit and other Northern ing a single leap — (UPI).
a plank favoring the action of the Sit-ins. Sit-ins.
•-••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••:nth
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Need For Afro-American Theatre
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SO WHAT?

Need For Internal African Unity
Buganda expresses an African personality that has been rejected by the rest
of Africa. Led by its feudal monarch, the
Kabaka, it is determined to cut itself off
from the rest of Uganda, and to keep its
system of government as near to tribalism and as far from democracy as possible.
As the report presented by the Uganda
Relationships Commission admits Uganda
is an artificial creation, a collection of
localities, rather than a nation. Yet the
time and the continent demand nationhood, and the commission points the way.
It seeks to prevent Buganda. as the
heart of the country, from becoming another Katanga. Uganda should, the commission says, be a single democratic state
with a strong government at the center.
But Buganda should be in Federal relationship with the center, retaining its
Kabaka, his government and civil service,
and his authority over traditional matters. Foreign affairs, nationality, defense,
police, and taxes must be reserved for the
central government.
Other matters should be legislated for
by both the National Assembly and the
Buganda authorities --- the Assembly's
decisions prevailing in case of conflict.
Buganda can choose whether to elect
representatives directly to the Assembly
or allow other national bodies to elect
them.

Three smaller tribal kingdoms, Toro,
Ankole. and Bunyoro-- would be given a
semi-Federal status halfway between
Buganda's and that of an ordinary province. This is a lot to offer, and it gives
the Buganda a certainty of retaining their
identity that was not enjoyed by, for
instance, the Ashanti in Ghana.
But it is still doubtful whether the recalcitrant Buganda will even attend the
constitutional conference in September
to discuss the commission's report. They
may decide to do so in the hope of speeding Uganda's independence and breaking
away after the British leave.
The only real guarantee against this
would be Uganda's membership in an
East African Federation. These are among
some of the major problems of unification
which may plague Africa for years to
come. Preservation of tribal authority,
and the power of provincial chieftains are
deeply rooted in the consciousness of the
African people.
It will not be easy to uproot these
traditions. The introduction of the concept of a Federated system with a central
government responsible for ruling the
related provinces, will long be resisted.
But sooner or later the Africans will discover that Federalization a Is United
States is the best means of attaining the
kind of national unity which can guarantee security and eventual prosperity.
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cough
results
. "Smoker's
from the irritation caused by
•
a, the thickened .mucous and the
a. attempts to dislodge it (gagg• ing). This 'gagging' or cough:
:ing is usually more prevalent
• at night when we lie down. We
.usually call it night cough
!.•..
or•'.4
smoker's cough."
Physicians have faced a
HYPERKERATOSIS
about it!
SIMPLEX
What is Hyperkeratasis Sim- problem in treating sinokei.'s.
throct.
During the last several years plex?
I
a n andhearddis- Scientifically, according to Actually, a cure for it is c have read
Stop smoking.
simple:
immeasurable the Atlas of Clinical Pathology
cussed
amount of material on amok- of the Oral Mucous Membrane: But physicians find most
mg. During this period vol- ". . .parts of the mucosa ex- people prefer living with the
limes
posed to the passage of smoke smoker's throat to giving up
smoking causes may be burned and have a smoking.
r voer
ha
lw
imheesthe
cancer — the issue will not be white, parboiled appearance This has led to a search for
article, due to the heat and chemical something to relieve the irrithis
in
discussed
Rather, Hyperkeratosis Sim- irritation. This condition may tation and destroy the germs.
plea will be discussed.
be extensive and involve the Dr. Giles, who is an Ear.
palate, cheeks and Nose and Throat consultant at.
Let me hasten to point out entire
Tusltegee Institute, conducted
that Hyperkeratosi7 Simplex tongue, . . . or localized."
a study recently and found
will not be discussed by me. I NOT DANGEROUS
that gargling with a new'
am not a medical authority — You call it "smoker's throat."
mouthwash
called Chloraspetic •
which is quite obvious. How- The layman describes it as
ever. I was reading a report by "throat feels dry and rough." was effecive in relieving sore-.
ness
and
discomfort
in these'
Dr. Julian W. Giles, chief of Or, more commonly, "my
the Ear, Nose and Throat De- throat feels like sandpaper." throat condition.
partment of Veterans Adminis- How dangerous is smoker's THROAT SORENESS
This study was not limited to
tration hospital in Tuskegee, throat?
smoker's throat, but covered a.
Ala.
"Of itself," Dr. Giles said, wide range of throat ailments
I found the report interest- "it is not dangerous. But—and
—including strep throat, sore:
ing. That is why I am printing it is a big but—the irritation
throat due to coughs or colds.
Dr. Giles' entire report in this caused a big but—the irritation
The study was the result of'
colt:um:
lowers the tissue resistance and clinical tests at the Veterans.
Dr. Giles starts his report can make you more susceptible Administration Hospital and
with this statement: "One out to 'strep' throat or other throat was reported at a meeting of
of six Americans suffer from infections."
the John Andrews Hospital
Phyperkeratosis Simplex
When asked
if smoker's staff.
Dr. Giles went on to say that throat and smoker's cough Dr. Giles' report confirmee
TO UM they have been suffering from were the same, Dr. Giles an- the findings at Freedman's
this condition for some time swered. "One causes the other.
^
and probably will do nothing When you smoke, th meucous (See Notwithstanding Page 15)
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11A6 WAS BEComE QUM A POPUL4C1 PQACOCE
NO WONDER TVERE'S So AAANV vIRES!
YOU CAN'T BR•B-OuE
1.4r PROPER PLACE
114Em LEI 10E PE.Rsom 01640 tip IN1He

aus%NESS DO 11 /
Dear Mme Chante: I would (toned here on special guard
like to meet a lady between the duty — a fine life but very
ages of 20 and 30, not over 6 onely. Interested in meeting a
feet tall or under 5 ft., 4. Looks,'sincere and very serious young
race or color do not matter buttaa
ei7/7,
who wishes the better
she must be neat and clean and things in life, I am sincere. All
want to get ahead in life as I do. 1letters will be answered and will
She should want happiness and exchange photos. — Henry Robsecurity and be willing to strive inson, Rt. 3, Box No. 43, Leavenwith me. I am 32, 6 feet, 1 inch worth, Kansas.
tall, weigh 160 lbs., brown com•• •
plexion. — S.Brown, 5727 S. InChante: I sin a
Mine
Dear
Chicarear,
fl.,
1st
,
Ave
diana
Jamaican man interested in corgo 37, Ill.
E ASY.. CAN YOU REMEMBER
• ••
responding with an American
WHEN 90U CAU6Irr qOUR
of
Dear Mine Chante: I am a young lady under 22 years
ST
131GGE
F151-1?
Jamaican lady, 22 years of age, age. One who thinks much of
and am a milliner by profession. herself, has achieved a lot of
her
My main hobby is reading. self respect and thinks about
dark
Would like to correspond with future. I am 19 years old,
tall,
both male and female pen pals complexion, 5 feet, 6 inches
and will trade photographs. — medium build — LeRoy Rivers,
12,
Sylvia Davis, 9 Peckover Rd., 19 Crooke Street, Kingston
BACK P012($4 BACt-B-QuE
Kingston 12, Jamaica, B. W. 1. Jamaica, B. W. I.
•••
•••
Dear Mme Chante: I read Dear Mine Chante: 1 ant inyour column quite often and en- terested in meeting a nice, rejoy it very much. I am a lady spectable, sincere gentleman
43 years old, brown complexion, who will appreciate a nice lady.
140 lbs. Very lonely for a com- I would like to meet a business
panion. Have 7 children. Would man or a lawyer who is also a
like a gentleman between the church worker between the ages
ages of 43 and 50, brown com- of 37 and 45, 5 feet 9, to 6 feet
plexion, nice looking, 5 feet 7, or tall, and weighing between 175
taller — one who understands and 180 lbs. I am 5 feet 5, weigh
children. Will answer all letters. 167 lbs, love church and all
— Mrs. Tennis Young, 814 N. clean sports, brown complexion.
11th Place, B'ham 4, Ala.
Please do not write if not sin• ••
cere. — Miss Martha Burks, 445
Dear Mme Chante: 1 am sta- W. 63rd St., Chicago 21, Ill.
WASHINGTON, D. 0 — hr Coast, Ghana, Upper Volta,
-NASHVILLE, Tenn. — In- More and more cities are want to end discrimination vol- use of area community groups
Brazil, as in the United States, Niger, Dahomey, Cameroons
which aggressively seek the
housing, untarily to do so.
tegrated housing has proved getting integrated
a considerable percentage of and Nigeria to establish dipdek practical wherever it's been without any of the dire con- Since the New York City influx of minority families.
the population is of African lomatic relations with Brazil.
NW tried, an authority on discrim- sequences predicted by its op- law was passed three years Steps such as "open-occupanNew Brazilian Consulates to
origin.
?nation in housing declared. ponents, Mrs. Levenson said. ago, Mrs. Levenson noted, sev- cy" pledges by homeowners,
When slavery was abolished be headed by career officers
• "So far, there hasn't been She pointed out that in New en states have passed laws bar- and listing services to bring
in Brazil in 1888, many newly have been opened In Lorenco
One instance of integrated York City, where opponents of ring bias in private and public potential Negro buyers into an
freed slaves returned to their (Mozambique), Loanda (Anhousing that failed because it the Sharkey-Brown-Isaacs an- housing, and three additional area market have been excountries of origin around the gola), Salisbury (Rhodesia),
encouraging, Mrs.
welcomed tenants on an open- ti-bias housing bill predicted states have barred discrimina- tremely
Gulf of Guinea, whence their Leopoldville (Congo) and NaiLevenson noted.
Occupancy basis," Mrs. Frances builders would pull out, there tion in public housing only.
ancestors had been brought by robi (Kenya). Embassies are
Although these law. aie
Levenson, executive director has been instead an unprecethe Portuguese to work in the being installed In Morocco,
of the National Committee dented boom.
not magical guarantees ending
fields and mines of Brazil. The Tunisia and Ethiopia, and nein Putting the force of law be- discrimination they provide a
Against
Discrimination
case is parallel to that of gotiations are underway with
Housing, told the 18th Annual hind open-occupancy, she de- legislative framework within
Americans of Afrigin origin the Sudanese and Malagasy
Race Relations Institute at dared, has made it easier for which bias can be attacked
who founded the new country Republics for exchanging dipIbuilders and landlords who more successfully," the housFisk University.
lomatic missions.
of Liberia.
ing expert declared.
Gilberto Freyre, noted Bra- PERSONAL TOUCH
Mrs. Levenson then attackzilian sociologist and ex-pro- President Quadros has orded the myth of "depreciation,"
fessor at Columbia university, ered that he be consulted perquoting a recent Ford Foundarecently toured the newborn sonally in all matters pertaintion study which concluded
states bordering on the Gulf of ing to the installation of new
that property values do not deDURHAM, N. C. — William
Guinea and talked with many Brazilian diplomatic missions
crease when a member of a J. Holloway, student counselor
descendents of that migration in Africa. Prominent Brazilminority group moves into a at North Carolina college since
and even to some very old peo- ians have been invited as enpreviously all-white neighbor- 1959, received the Ed.D. deple who had been born in Bra- voys to those countries.
gree at June 17 commencehood.
Basic libraries of Brazilian
zil and still remembered the
unwith
the
at
dealing
Univerare
ment
exercises
"We
language of their mother coun- authors, exhibits, movies and
agents,"
estate
real
of
sity
Illinois.
scrupulous
taped music will be distributtry.
Mrs. Levenson said. "When
Holloway's dessertation topThe new president of Bra- ed to cultural institutions in
Neeroes move into a white ic was "Standard Educational
zil, Janio Quadros, wishes to these countries.
neighborhood real estate agents Services Provided by InterPresident Senghor of Senstrengthen these ties and soloften buy the houses cheaply mediate School Districts in
idarity in the world wide fight gal has decided to inaugurate
from frightened white h ome Standard Metropolitan Areas
against under-development. He in the fall, a permanent course
owners, then sell them at an inHis chief adviser, Dr. M. R.
has launched an active foreign in Brazilian culture and the
ordinate profit to Negroes mov- Sumption, professor of Edupolicy directed toward Afri- Portuguese language at the
ing in. Before long, the whole cation at the University of Ilca and in pursuance of this University of Dakar and invitLORAINNE HANSBERRY'S in leading roles. In the above block is occupied by Negroes." linois, wrote NCC President
ed a Brazilian professor from
policy.
prise-winning play, "A Rai- scene, James an NCC foot- BLOCK-BUSTING
Alfonso Elder: "Holloway dis
Bahia to head this department.
TASK FORCE
sin in the Sun,- which won ballet. in the role made famTo combat such "block-bust- tinguished himself at this in
The Minister of External Wide readership in Brazil and
plaudits on Broadway last ous by Sidney Poiter, orders ing" by real estate operators,
doc
a
stitution and presented
Relations, Afonso Arinos de abroad is enjoying the publiyear. scored similar triumph Terry Wells, an NCC faculty some integrated communities
toral dissertation which wa, VLL
Melo Franco, has been in- cation, "Brazil and the Afroat North Carolina college at member playing the role of a have set up citizens' groups
his
by
unanimously
accepted
Asian World."
Durham recently with NCC white bigot, from his home to control the integrated pat— IRMO time. Officials think it structed to set up a task force
BROTHERS
MARSHALL
sua
as
committee
graduate
Finally, Brazil will send an
making intensive
students and faculty members on Chicago's South Side.
all five—were in attendance may be a record for any in- aimed at
tern of housing.
perior piece of work."
a conference on
college stitution of higher learning. studies in the political, econom- observer to
Mrs. Levenson then attackA summary of the research at Kentucky State
ic and cultural fields of the new problems of education in Afrier current use of urban re- work will be published in a during past school year, In front row are Reggie and
ca
to be held later this month
independent African countries.
newal programs, saying that 30 page booklet by the Uni- marking the first time in the Robert: second row is Clarforeign minister, accom- in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
though intended to Improve versity of Illinois later this institution's history that five ence and Don. and at top is The
panied by a significant delebrothers were enrolled at the Adolph.
housing conditions, these pro- year.
gation, attended the festivities
grams often make conditions DEAN OF BOYS
marking the first anniversary
minority
worse for
even
Dr. Holloway came to NCC
of the Republic of Sengal,
the women continued to ask groups. Most of the urban re- from the J. W. Ligon high
By ALEX AD WAN
where the United States was
newal programs now under school of Raleigh, where "he
(United Press International) questions about cars.
represented by Vice President
DERBY, Kans. — (UPI) — They asked about batteries, consideration are too highly had been dean of boys and
Lyndon B. Johnson.
Husbands may be right when fanbelts, radiator hoses and priced for minority group later principal for two years,
special missions SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — Frank
Several
they describe wives as free carburetors. They were en- members, she said, and In 1955-57. He had taught prehave been sent to Africa to H. Cassell, chairman of Gov.
spenders, but the gals are re- lightened about oil changes, many cases, provisions for re- viously at Savannah S t a te
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Miss Calif., for an 8-week training exchange views with the lead- Otto Kerner's 35-member speluctant about ordering oil and filter changes, transmission housing families displaced by college, Ham p t on Institute, Edith J. Barksdale of N e w and orientation for her work ers of these countries whose cial committee on unemploylube jobs at service stations. changes, cooling system main- these projects are inadequate. Walker-Grant high school in
response has indicated that ment, has outlined seven study
In the south many cities Fredericksburg, Va., Douglas York City became the first with the Corps. She is expect_Market studies show many tenance and wheel bearing
they are eager to establish areas for consideration by the
1,some
from
school
selected
secondary
teach
to
woman
ed
a
as
renewal
are using urban
high school in Thomasville,
women are hesitant about packing.
closer ties with Brazil.
committee.
in
surveyed
women
Negro
300
segreto
maintainn
vehicle
in Ghana or another African
Ga., and Willow Hill junior
buying necessary service and OIL AND LUBRICATION
The friendly racial co-ex- The committee was selected
the American Council on Hu- country.
products for their cars simply Jordan called special atten- gated schools, for the contem- high school of Statesboro, Ga.
common
is
which
istence
to conduct a pilot study on unman Relations "Womanpower
because they don't know much tion to the door jam stockers plated projects are deliberate- The NCC counselor was at
Miss Barksdale, a member throughout the Brazilian ter- employment in Illinois, believed
Talent Search" for government
about automobiles. At least several times and explained ly placed out of the range of one time director of student
conlent
has
ritory
certainly
sororito be the first nndertaking of its
personnel and dean of men at service when she was notified of Delta Sigma Theta
one oil company has set out the oil and lubrication records non-white groups.
for the ty. is a 1956 graduate of Hunt- siderable weight to the deces- kind in the U.S.
A striking new development Savannah State college. He of her acceptance
which it shows.
of
to do something about it.
republics
new
the
of
ion
Cassell, who is personnel ader College, receiving her Bach- Senegal, Guinea, Mali. Ivory
After the session each wom- in the progress of "open-oc- was also Community Consul- Peace Corps.
CAR CARE COURSE
ministration director for Inland
Recently the ACHR subInternain
degree
Arts
of
elor
Phillips Petroleum Co., deal- an was given a copy of Char- cupancy" housing has been the tant in the Office of Field
Steel Co., told representatives
Services at the University of mitted to President Kennedy
ers across the nation are con- lotte Montgomery's "Handbook
of industry, labor, education,
a list of distinguished Negro tional Affairs. She is currentIllinois in 1957.
ducting a series of "car care for the woman driver" and a CAROLYN ICOMANT
government and civic affairs
New York City
in
qualiworking
ly
as
considered
women
graduate
a
ROLE
is
1ST
IN
FILM
Holloway
Dr.
signfor women" courses. The idea certificate of completion,
that designation of study areas
and of fied by the organization to as a manager of the Student
is that once she understands ed by the dealer and distribu- HOLLYWOOD — Carolyn of Hampton Institute
would help give them a sense
government. Miss Travel council.
the
serve
Michigan,
of
conBros.
University
Warner
Komant,
the
how her car works and what tor.
of direction. The areas included:
among those
was
Barksdale
Master
the
earned
WBS
Miss
formerly
who
he
tractee
where
pays
it
convinced
it needs, the lady won't be so Jordan is
Miss Barksdale is already
—Determine who is unemto serve government
to tell women about their Maine, gets her first motion of Arts degree in guidance in desiring
shy about buying.
committed to service in a projployed.
Peace Corps.
the
through
social
studied
inmate
an
has
role
playing
He
picture
1946.
(UPI)
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LEOPOLDVILLE
^Dealer Athen Jordan recent- cars.
—Learn wher ejob opportuniMiss Barksdale was notifi- ect for the World Council of — The Congo suffers from an
Women spend more than 60 of a women's prison in "House science at Harvard university
ly conducted the "car care'
ties are today and where they
selection to the Peace Churches. She will serve this acute shortage of doctors.
her
of
ed
at
administration
Women."
school
of
and
dolconsumer
the
of
cent
course for a group of seven per
Corps through a wire and con- summer in Tripoli, Lebanon The year-old nation still is are likely to be in the next
Miss Komant has appeared the University of Illinois.
women at a new Phillips sta- lar, and he doesn't think its
twenty years.
firmation letter from R. Sar- for the council.
children,
three
of
father
The
to
television
customers
any
120 doctors short of the bare
Warner
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for
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—Learn wher ejob opportunigent Shriver, director of the
forthe
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The program started
sources for providing job opCorps.
a Bronx resident, Health Organization for the portunities and preparing peois
Barksdale
m. and was still going after in the field of petroleum prod- as a cigaret girl in "The Roar- mer Julia Emundson of DurShe will go to Berkeley,
ham.
ing 20's series.
where she lives with her par- maintenance of public health.
the scheduled class time as ucts.
ple for likely job opportunities
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Odell • There are only 330 doctors
popula- in the future are.
a
with
country,
the
in
Marie,
sister,
Her
Barksdale.
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—Learn what practical measis executive director of Delta tion of nea rly 14 million.
need to be taken to relieve
1AE 514.01 NINERE."NE DIME 60ES...1 GOTIA
These include United Nations ures
Sigma Theta, Inc.
present unemployment and for
..MLWE A PtA0P46 CALL:
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/
New York University's Cen- physicians, medical missiona- unemployment among young
ter of Human Relations was ries, international Red Cross
people entering the work force.
commissioned by ACHR to di- doctors and Bel g i a n physi- —Determine probable qualirect the womanpower talent cians.
fications of workers needed for
search, concerned with more The World Health Organizathe future.
effective use of qualified Ne- tion has set 450 as the abso—Examine adequacy of publute minimum needed.
gro women in government.
lic and private resources for
The New York University re- Be for e independence last
job placement.
search team, with cooperation year. there were nearly 1,200
—Identify probable effects of
from major Negro women's doctors. They left with the
automation on emp1oyment oporganizations and presidents mass exodus of 70,000 Europortunities and what can be
of Negro colleges, received pean residents.
impact of
WHO has sent 61 medical done to reduce the
1.300 responsei from women
technological change on workinterested in serving the gov- assistants to France to study
ers.
medicine for three years.
ernment.
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Says Integrated Housing Workable—When Tried
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Brazil Seeks To Strengthen
Ties With African Nations
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ROY ROGERS, King of the Cowboys By Al McKimson
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By Paul Robinson
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HIS FOLKS HAVE
5UILT A POOL!! IF
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ON,OKAY!!-TALK
TO ME FOR A WHILE!
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MOON-
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GLAMOR GIRLS
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MERRY MENAGERIE

By Walt Disney

Try and Stop Me

1

By BENNETT CERF

WANTED

THERE'S A SOCCER referee in Australia named Eric Ilk
I who is accustomed to husky players who lose their
tempers in the heat of a close and important game, and
threaten him with bodily
injury.
In one game, a whole
squad of excited Polish
soccer stars rushed out
with mayhem in their
eyes. Ilk calmly took out
an ultrasonic police
whistle from his pocket
and gave it an inaudible
toot.
With this, a ferocious
German police dog appeared as by magic,bared
his fangs, and scared the
whole Polish team right
back into its dugout.
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"There's still that unmistakable glint in your eye."

"Long time no see, Sam— haven't you lost some
weight?"
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Sign in a Wall Street bank: "Careful, Girls! Those fellows In
our windows are tellers!" A more conservative bank next do,
advertises, "Please deposit quietly. You might wake one of i
vice-presidents."
1951, by Bennett Cert. Distributor! by King natures Syndl,..
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"I've done all I can for you. I'll send you
MY analyst."
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LINKS' DEBS BOW INBEAUTY AT 'LES JEUNES FILLES RASISSANTES'COTILLION BAIL

led

• IN EXQUISITE, bouffant gowns of fleecy white, 20
young debutantes from socialite families in Chicago,
Gary, East Chicago and the Northshore charmed and
enchanted recently during the still acclaimed Chicago
chapter, Links, Inc. Debutante Cotillion in the Sheraton Towers on North Michigan Blvd. The lovely buds,
each with a coiffure designed to enhance her particular charms, carried a cascade bouquet of scarlet carna-

tions. Shown with their escorts just before the presentation and cotillion figures they are Sandra Dale, Suzanne Hatch, Sheila Wimby, Yolande Leroy, Peggy Ann
Dye of Evanston; Rosemary Kinney, Danelle Ross, Diane Lewis, Beverly Wilder, Patricia Robinson, Andrietta Whitfield, Joan Williams, Fredericka Graham, Sue
Burnette, Sylvia Martin, Verda Johnson, Peggy Goudeaux, Laura Louise Chapman, of Gary, Ind.; Alline

Helm, Earletta Hayes, of E Chicago, Ind. Handsome escorts are Thomas Jefferson of Maywood; Joseph Davis,
Meres McCarroll jr.; Michael Newsom, Dallas Brown,
Kenneth Blake, Michael S h a w, Randall Morgan, McAlister Merchant, Frank Black jr., William Browne jr.,
Lynn McDowell, Cadet Warren Miller of West Point;
Phillip Stewart, John Fleming jr., Adrian Shaw, Robert
Sengstacke, Wayne Griffin, John N. Crawford jr., Rich-

ard Karr. Center Photo: Pert and pretty Andrietta (ChiChi) Whitfield is presented by her father, Dr. Harvey
Whitfield and curtsies charmingly. Photo right: Dr. Otho Robinson and daughter, Patricia Lynee, step offstage following her bow. The director of the board of
education's department of maladjusted children reflects the pride of all the fathers in their lovely daughters.

• DEMURE and enchanting in bouffant floor length
gowns of frothy white Link Debutantes Joan E. Williams and Rosemary B. Kinney and their handsome escorts John N. Crawford jr. and William Brown jr., enjoy the "afterglow" of the resplendent Cotillion Ball.

Center photo: A dashing stagline kept things whirling
on the ballroom floor. Here members admire two of the
outstanding debs, Misses Earletta, Hayes (left) of Chicago, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. J. D. Hayes and "Pat"

Robinson, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Otho Robinson. The
stagline included Joseph Armento, Anthony Browne,
Edward (Corky) Cottrell, Wyatt Kennard, Douglas
Johnson, Emerson Payne, Arthur Turnbull, Everett

White, Harvey Whitfield, jr., and George Wheatley.
Photo right: Mr. and Mrs. Eugene G. Helm, Jr., presented their daughter, Alline, recently named "Miss
Park Manor." Alline will be a freshman at Rockford
college this fall on a scholarship.

• HANDSOME DALLAS Browne and lovely Fredericka (Ricky) Graham, daughter of the late Fred
Graham and Mrs. Graham, record a shining moment
With the majestic stairway of the Sheraton Tower's
Grand ballroom a striking background. Center photo:
David P. Ross enjoys a dance with his beautiful debutante-daughter, Danelle Lita. Photo right: Miss Sheila Dorene Wimby and Escort Richard Kerr. Miss

Wimby is the aaughter of the late Dr. Lucius Wimby and Mrs. Wimby. The Cotillion was carried out
by an executive committee under the direction of
Mrs. Theodore R. M. Howard, general chairman and
Mrs. Oneida Cockrell, president of the Chicago chapter, Links, Inc. Serving with them were Mrs. Frances Matlock, production and publicity; Mrs. Cornelius

Palmer, souvenir program; Mrs. Theodore Hawes, invitations; Mrs. John Hancock, decor; Mrs. Leonidas
Berry, Mrs. G. LaMarr Harrison, Mrs. Maurice Hebert, treasurer; M r s. Arthur Jones, Mrs. Wendell
Jones and Mrs. Portia Searcy, chapter organizer. Other members of the chapter are Mesdames Oneita Anderson, Edith Sampson Clayton, Joseph H. Evans,

William J. Faulkner, George S. Harri s, Joseph H.
Jackson, Emerson A. Lights, Elizabeth Maney, Samuel B. Stratton, Maurice W. Winston, Russell Wilkinson and Miss Olive M. Diggs. Tommy Sutton of the
Mayfair Academy of Dance was choreographer and
Cotillion master. (Photo top right by Holmes; others
by Tony Rhoden).
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Plan Grand Over 100 Women Attend
Opening Of YWCA Annual Lawn Party
New Salon

'''''''''''''''''
Merry
Go-Round

The Membership Committee sented also with a YWCA
of the Vance Avenue Branch silver pin. These ladies were
Young Women's Christian As- Mrs. Zettie Miller, M r s.
Mae Jones,
Mrs. Stella
sociation culminated its 1961
Mrs. Dottie
owner and operator of the membership enrollment with Bertha Keys
SteLla's Beauty Salon, has a gay lawn party recently at Jones, Mrs. Mary D. King,
Bostic
made plans to hold a grand the
branch. Highlight of the and Mrs. Gertrude
opening of her new establishAbsent from the group
was
awarding
of
the
evening
at.,
Sunment at 1575 Pillow
Mrs. Lobeautiful prizes to those work- cause of illness was
day, July 23 from 3 to 5 p.m.
w a s
ers who for the past t w o la Hailey, also absent
Featured at the grand open- months had brought in the Mrs. Dora Williams.
Assisting the Membership
ing will be a Fashionette largest number of renewals
which will present some 15 and new members to t h e Committee in making this a
the
was
models.
memorial party
YWCA.
YWCA staff, Mrs. Addie G.
Mrs. Jones has been heading
Williams,
Geneva
Mrs.
Owen. executive director of
a beauty salon about seven
membership chairman, spark- the branch; Miss Barbara
Mildred Hodges, Mrs. Myrtle
(ERMA LEE LAWS
years. She said -my new salon
ed the drive with a report of Neal, Teen-age Program diCrawford, Miss Essie Bunton,
Guest Columnist)
is equipped with the latest
seventy five members which rector; Mrs. Maud D. Bright,
equipment, modern finishing
It is my pleasant task to fill Mrs. Forestine Caldwell, Mrs.
she had obtained. For this office and information clerk;
and air conditioned."
in this week for your regular Helen Whalum, Miss Minerva
special effort she was awardscribe, Marjorie who is busily Jane Johnican, Miss Clara Ann
The public is invited to at- ed a gratitude gift by the or- Mrs. Nettie Cole, stenographWhaMarie
Rose
Miss
Twigg,
family
er; Mrs. Lilla Hall and Mrs.
her
and
herself
getting
tend the grand opening.
ganization. Miss Harry Mae Bertha Stegall, night desk
ensconced in their lovely new lum, Miss Carole Jamison,
the
of
chairman
Simons,
clerks.
Mrs. Carole Higgs, Mrs. FanSouth Parkway E. home.
Vance Avenue Branch "Y,"
Dominating the week's ac- nie West, Miss Beverly Mcprizes
nine
top
the
presented
tivities were the bridal show- Daniel, Miss Marie Edmondon behalf of the organization.
ers complimenting pretty Jac- son, Miss Joyce Ann Lynom,
The following ladies received
quelyn Patricia Washburn, Mrs. Thelma Davidson and
prizes: Mrs. Leora Gunter
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Gertie Mae Norman.
with 104, Mrs. Lilla Hall with
VISITORS IN OUR MIDST
Charles Washburn, which cli62, Mrs. Hilda Helm with 36.
maxed in an elegant wedding have been Mr. and Mrs. WilMrs. Susie Carruthers with
ceremony of Miss Washburn liam Womack of Detroit,
Plans were announced for 31, Mrs. Elizabeth Goldsby.
and Lt. Addison Douglas Car- Michigan who with their chilan Antique, Fashion a n d Mrs. Mary Murphy, and Mrs.
ter, jr., Saturday evening July dren were visiting his mothFlower Garden Tea when the Ruth Whitsey each with 27
15, at the Metropolitan Baptist er, Mrs. W. Womack and sisHyde Park Housewives Lea- Mrs. Belle Pettigrew a n d
church. The Rev. S. A. Owens, ter, Mrs. Lillian Jones on CanHumphrey
Willette
gue met recently at the home Mrs.
pastor of the church, officiated. non. Mr. Womack is with the
of Mrs. Laura Speed of Sto- with 20 and 19 respectively.
Mrs. John (Ruth) Parker and City Board of Education in
vall St.
Other workers with 15 and
Mrs. Clifford (Gladys) Miller Detroit and is in Special EdThe tea has been scheduled 16 new members wer e
complimented Jacquelyn last ucation, he is in the National
for Sunday, July 30 from 4 to Mrs.RuthPorter, Mrs.
Monday morning with a lin- Guard and they were on their
7 p.m. at the home of Mrs. Emma Smith, Mrs. Ethel
gerie and toiletry shower at way to Texas where he will
Nannie McCain of 2389 El- Watkins, and Mrs. Narcissa
Mrs. Parker's pretty Claremont undergo summer training at a
dridge ave. Prizes will be Jones. Members of the comCircle home. Guests were reserve camp. The charming.
awarded to persons display- mittee who worked and made
greeted by the hostesses and Mrs. Womack is a pediatrician
ing the most outstanding a good report were: Mrs.
their pretty small daughters, and hails from Washington,.
floral arrangements; t h e Mary Sims, Mrs. Russell Su- at HOME in one quick,
Johnice Parker and Christy D.C.
Quinn
MR. AND MRS. HENRY,
most unique framed picture garrnon, Mrs. Katherine Fields EASY APPLICATION
B▪ aptist church Charles Washburn, on
Miller, and shown to the famiLT. AND MRS. Addison Doug- Metropolitan
of flowers; and the most un- Mrs. Lutisha Brown, Mrs.
at their reception. The
h
ly room and on the back lawn COLLINS, SR., h
jr., pose tradition- last Saturday. The photo above ave.,
rEer,
California
in
usual antique item, said Mrs. Gertrude Bostic, Mrs. Gene_ You can have soft, natural.
home of the couple win live
where they engaged in bridal 'their guests their daughter 1.5
ally before the wedding cake was taken in the
stationed,
Kathleen Cawley, reporter va Hicks, Mrs. Willie Pegues, looking, straight hair the safe.
games and light conversation. 'and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs shortly after their wedding bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. where the groom is
easy SILKY STRATE way. Do
for the club.
Mrs. Zettie Miller, Mrs. AnEnjoying the morning were Edward Poole who motored had been solemnized at the
iit yourself at home and says
The affair is open to t h e nie Shepherd, Mrs. Elizabeth time and money. The easy-tothe bride-elect Jackie W a s h- here with their son Trent,
public said Mrs. Ella Ross, Branch. Mrs. Odell Johnson. follow directions assure profesCharles from Springfield, Mass. T h e
Mesdames
burne,
Mrs. Dorothy Johnson, M r
director of the club.
Washburn, mother of the Pooles' other son, Darryl, resional-like results. Your hair
mained in Springfield for a
Estelle Campbell, Mrs Re- stays straight for months . .
bride, Annie Higgins, G o
Jefscience
seminar
W.
for
A.
Mrs.
superior
Biram,
becca
mother ofof the bride elect. Raylets you comb, dress or styli -.%)
ferson, Mrs. Cooper E. Tav- your hair any way you wish.,.
mond (Georgia) Lynom, D o rand
ular
couple
Collier.
was
inspirathe
Mary
Mrs.
lor,
sey (Fannie) West, Marjorie
-will not go back even when wet.
Lewis H. Twigg, jr., and Mrs. J. W. Powell and sons.
By ERMA L. LAWS
Mrs. Carrie Scott Smith.
Ulen, Jesse (Allegra) Turner, tionfor several entertainments
Hostesses at the reception
N and Children:
were ushers.
Doggett
FOR wC
Thomas
wedding
given
by
Mrs.
summer
L.
Alex
(EmoIn
a
Misssittor long, fone hair. GOA'S*
"
Richard (Helen) Burns,
A crowd of over one hunstrength
The bride's mother, Mrs. were Miss Essie Bunton, Mrs.
es Bobby Nelson, Jewel Gen- gene) Wilson and Miss Marilyn marked with distinctive beauladies enjoyed the songs
dred
HelMrs.
Caldwell,
Forestine
a
chose
Washburn,
ttstilvta,Str•ottth tee Wet.
try, Jane Johnican, elLulah Watkins. cousins of Mrs. ty Miss Jacquelyn Patricia Charles
games and fellowship on the l'Olt
coarse hair.
pink lace and a pink en Whalum, Miss Clara A n n
McEwen, Agretta Whittaker, Poole, (Dorethea) who gave a Washburn was wed to Lt. gown of
Starting July 27, a new re- back lawn of the present site.
JohniMinerva
Miss
Twigg,
a
wore
She
hat.
Beverly McDaniel, Alva Ja- family dinner at their South Addison Douglas Carter, jr., flowered
gala occasion as
Mrs. Addison can, Miss Rose Marie Whalum, porter will bring the Tri-State This proved a
mison, Josephine Isabel, Ca- Parkway E home, Miss Grace Saturday. July 15, at 7 p.m., double orchid.
readers the news from the the ladies were aware that in
s.
r
M
Jamison,
Carole
Miss
of
mother
role Jamison and your guest Collins, had a few friends in at the Metropolitan Baptist Douglas Carter, Sr.,
Beech-Grove, Mt. Zion and a couple of months the YWCA
to see and renew their fr(end- church. The Rev. S. A. Owens, the groom wore a blue lace Carole Higgs, Mrs. Fannie
scribe.
Good-Luck areas. The new will be at its new home on
McDaniel,
Beverly
Miss
West,
also
She
hat.
blue
WITH THE PARKER-MIL- ships with her sister and pastor of the church officiat- gown and
man will be John E. Arnold, 16. Mississippi blvd.
Miss
Edmondson,
Marie
Miss
orchid.
double
LER shower leading off the brother-in-law at their aunt ed at the double ring cere- wore a
John is a freshman at RosenAlthough the YWCA has
n
a
d
Caldwell,
Miss
Pamela
Some guests noticed being
radiant young bride elect was Miss Rosa Robinson's home on mony.
Joyce A n n Lynom, Mrs. Thel- wald high school of Trenton the word young in its name,
again showered on Tuesday Englewood and Tuesday, Mrs. MissWashburnisthe seated before the ceremony ma Davidson and Mrs. Gertie Tenn. He is the son of the late this does not mean the ages
night and this time by Misses Caffrey Barthomew entertain- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. by the ushers were: R e v.
Mrs. Icy 0. Arnold and is liv- of its membership. It refers
1249 and Mrs. H. C. Nabrit ,a n d Maw Norman.
Washburn,
Carole and Alva Jamison at ed the couple with a breakfast Charles
The bride and groom are ing with his grandmother, Mrs to the young in heart who
WWI HE
the lovely Fountain Court at her South Parkway E. Quinn ave., and the grand- their children Barbara a n d graduates of Hampton Insti- Daisy Arnold.
may be found in any a g e $125 WITH NEUTRAII/EN
home of their aunt Mrs. S. W home. Mrs. Poole. a former daughter of the late Mr. and Charles, Mrs. Eunice Snell, tute and the bride is a memVance
John says he is looking for- group. Therefore the
nrl SIT SI St Pi 115 Tao
Qualls, jr. A kitchen sho-.ver Memphian who is remem- Mrs. B. L. Washburn, and Mrs. Katie Clark Gillis, Mr. ber of Alpha Kappa Alpha ward to reporting the new Avenue Branch honored its
was the theme of this prt.tty bered by her many friends the late Mr. and Mrs. Arthur and Mrs. William T. Brod- Sorority.. They will live in from the tri-communities each active
workers
committee
for her vivacious personality Rice, Sr., all of Memphis. Lt. nax and their daughter and
EIONET-BACK GUARANTEE
party which carried out t h e
is a librarian in Springfield Carter is the son of Mr. and son, Jacquelyn and Terry. Mr. Seaside. California while the week and hopes to make it the who are 75 years and over.
In every package
color scheme the bride chose
corsages
were
presented
They
Tri-State
the
in
thing
groom is stationed at Fort biggest
for her wedding, blue and yel- and her husband is a postal Mrs. Addison Douglas, Sr., of and Mrs. A. Maceo Walker, Ord, Calif.
prewas
87,
the
and
oldest,
Defender.
Baltimore. Maryland and the and their daughter, Candy,
low. The young hostesses child- employee.
Mr. and
Mrs. William grandson of the late Mr. and Miss Jewel Gentry and her
hood friends of the bride elect
and next door neighbors were "Bob" Roberts have had as Mrs. Edward Carter of Bal- mother, Mrs. Gertrude A r mstrong, Mrs. Frances Laws,
assisted in receiving by their their guests in their new timore, Maryland.
Lockard,
aunt. Mrs. Qualls and their So uth Parkway E., home
A program of nuptial mu- Mrs. Wilehemein
mother, Mrs. Harold Jamison. heir sister and brother in law, sic was played by Mrs. Thel- Mrs. Clifford Miller, Mrs.
Here gathered Misses Ger- Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Little- ma Whalum at the organ and Mary Hill and Miss Jessie
aldine Douthet, Joyce Lynom, john of Detroit. Michigan and Sylvester Washburn, uncle of Venson.
Marie Edmondson, Clara Ann cousin Mrs. Wilbur Stuart of the bride was soloist.
Immediately following the
Twigg, who will become a St. Louis, Missouri.
A formal setting of masses ceremony
Mrs.
Mr. and
AND STILL MORE visitors of palms was a lovely back- Washburn entertained with
bride in August, Beverly Mc
Daniel, Eliza Young, Sandra have been Mrs. Clara Dennis ground for the standards of a beautiful reception at their
Crowder, Lulah McEwen, Bob- of Dyer. Tenn, who was guest arch tapers casting aso tt home where Mrs. Harold Jaby Nelson. Agretta Whittaker, of her son and daughter in glow on accompanying ar- mison introduced guests to the
Josephine Isabel, Jewel Gen- law Mr. and Mrs Dorsey West rangements of white stock and receiving line. The bride's
try, Mesdames Charles (Cas- lin their pretty Quinn Avenue gladiolas. The pews of t h e table was resplendent with a
sic) Washburn, bride elect's home, and other guests in the church were marked with white satin cover centered by
mother, Annie Higgins, the West home were Mrs. Martha large white satin bows in ar- a magnificent cathedral bride
bride elect's godmother. Otis Jane West, Mr. West's sister. rangements of white stocks.
cake festooned with white
(Carole) Higgs, Gene (Betty) Mrs. Alverna Powell. M r s.
The pretty young bride was roses and pale green leaves
Louis,
Hattie
St.
of
Overall,
all
the
down
recently
came
was
Washburn, who
radiant as she
lillies of the valley and topped
married in a lovely ceremony. Missouri. Mrs. Walter West of aisle on the arm of her father with silver bells.
C 0 M E WEDNESDAY Chicago, Illinois is presently who gave her in marriage.
Much in evidence at the fesNIGHT 'twas time for a lin- visiting her brother-in-law Her gown was of white chan- tive reception where rounds of
gerie shower given by t h e and sister-in-law.
tiny lace and pleated tulle. champagne toasts were doffed
MRS. ETHEL SMITH and The bodice was fashioned
twin cousins of the bride Mesto the beaming couple were:
Mildred
Washburn her daughter Miss Velma with a v yolk of tulle apdames
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Qualls,
with sequins and
Hodges a n d Myrtle Washburn Lois Jones have guests in their plicaed
Mrs. Christine Robinson.
long jr.,
Crawford at the former's pret- pretty Edward Avenue home pearls and featured
Mrs. Cordia Sweet, Mr. a n d
ty Quinn Avenue home where and they are Mrs. Smith's sleeves of lace. The full lace
Mrs. Eddie Horne, Miss Anna
the guest list included the niece, Mrs. Betty Frye of In- skirt burst into the fullness
J. Polk, Mrs. A. W. Willis, jr.,
above mentioned in addition dianapolis. Indiana and h e r of a basque waist. As of t
Mrs. Thomas Willis, Mr. and
to Mrs. Bertha Stevenson, teenage children, Marie. Cleo- draping was secured in front
Mrs. Harold Whalum, M r s.
by miniature lace roses which Lewis
great aunt of the bride from tria and Ronald Frye.
H. Twigg, Mrs. Cornelia
Houston, Texas, Mrs. H. C. Mrs. Arthur F. (Lealer) Ma- were alternated with scalNelson and daughters, Rita.
Nabrit and Mrs. Nanilee son will leave on the week- loped lace and pleated tulle
and Delores. Mr. a n d
end for a visit to New York cascaded in the back to form Rose,
Banks.
Allen Hargraves a n d
Mrs.
and
eastern
City
seaboard.
the
a chapel train. She wore a
FRIDAY NIGHT FOUND
daughters, Joan and Lynda,
the bride elect's Godmother. Back from the national con- crown of pearls and lace seMr. and Mrs. Raymond Lytriple
a
the
giving
of
was
fab
NAACP
which
secured
cured which
7 Mrs. Annie L. Higgins
nom, Mrs. Thomas Brown.
in
held
English
imported
Philadelphia.
the
of
at
veil
Penndinner
tier
the rehearsal
Mrs. Linnie Johnson, Mr. and
home of the bride's parents. sylvania are local NAACP illusion.
Mrs. James Gayden.
The lovely feminine at Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wash- President Jesse H. Turner.
Miss Eliza Young, Mrs. Naburn on Quinn. This marked Mrs. Maxine Smith. executive tendards were strikingly lovethe initial appearance of the secretary of the local branch ly in identical frocks of blue nilee Banks, Bennie Jenkins,
handsome groom. Lt. Addison Mrs. Lorene Osborne, Rev. D taffeta short dresses. Their Miss Mary Cooper, Mrs. WilDouglas Carter. jr., who had S. Cunningham, Atty. A. Wil- circular cocktail veils were i ham F. Owen, Mrs. Frances
come from his post in Fort us, jr.. Mrs. Alzada Clark. caught up in front by compli-j Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Rock
PaOrd, California. Others en joy. George Holloway, and Atty. menting blue roses, they alsorHudson, Mr. and Mrs.
ing dinner were Mr. and Mrs. l and Mrs, Hessen B. Sugarmon. wore matching blue pumps trick Halihan. Mr. and Mrs.
and carried yellow bouquets. Robert Van Brocklin, M r s.
Washburn, the bride elect. jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Flakes.
Jacquelyn Washburn. Mr. and
Miss Bobby Nelson was the Leora Gunter, Mrs. D S. MitMrs. Addison Douglas Park- entertained their son. Caesar maid of honor and the brides- chell, Mrs. J. C. McGraw.
,
er. sr., the groom's parents , Bernard, with a splash party maids were Misses Geraldine Mrs. Josephine Perkins. Mis
from Baltimore. Maryland, in their pool on the back lawns Douthet. Frances Warren. sis- Ethel Jones, Mrs. Sadie Johnd
Miss Frances Warren, t h e of their South Parkway F ter of the groom from Haiti- son. Mrs. Iwilla Culp, a n
Hill.
groom's sister also from Haiti- !home. The pool proved quite more. Maryland; Alva Jami- Mrs. Walter
Others seen extending best
more, the bridal party which an attraction to the children'son, Josephine Isabel and Mrs.
Betty Washburn. Also evok- wishes to the happy young
included Betty Cash, Bobby who splashed gaily about.
Boyhood is the atomic age of man. Perpetual motion powered
Mrs. Edna J. Casey enter- ing much attention were the couple were: Mrs. Annie HigNelson. Germ! Douthet, Alva
Jamison, Josephine Isabel tamed her sister Mrs. Alma J. little flower girls, Christy gins, the bride's Godmother,
by the explosive energy of youth.
Gilliam, Mrs. P. F.
Cecil Washburn, the bride Pettis at their home 478 Bun- Miller, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
Yet there are times when every boy must be alone, for only
elect's brother, Henry Mit- tyn with a beautiful summer Mrs. Clifford Miller and Win- Carruthers, Mrs. Annie McLetcher. luncheon prior to Mrs. Pettis' nie Kay Kennedy, daughter Gee, Mr. and Mrs. Lacey Kenin
solitude can he shape and size his dreams to a man's
chell,
Frederick
and Mrs. John
Mitchell, Benjamin departure to Longview, Texas. of Mr. and Mrs. Lacey Ken- nedy, Mr.
Frank
dimensions.
Horace
Mrs.
Jackson. Lewis Twigg, jr., and Among the guests enjoying the nedy of Marianna, Arkansas. Parker, Mr and
Richard
Mrs.
gay repartee and delectable They wore white short dress- Chandler.
What will he be when he gmws up?
Thomas Doggett.
who directed t h e
Still others were Mr. and menu were Mesdames Mar- es and carried white bouquets Greene,
Today's
busineas management, alert and sensitive to its public!:
Simmons
E.
H.
Mrs.
wedding.
Mrs. Clifford Miller whose lit- garet Taylor, Bessie Corbett. and also wore short white
and son, Horace, jr., Mrs. Ora
responsibilities,
helps answer this vital question by creating
tle daughter Christy was a Eva Walker. Carolyn Thomas. veils,
Mrs. Elderidge Tarpflower girl in the wedding, Mr Demetria Walker and Nadine Serving Lt Carter as his O'Neal,
and
jobs
MeClIellan,
opportunitios
to fit constructive boyhood dreams al
Bernice
Mrs.
ley.
hest man was his father Adand Mrs. Lacey Kennedy of Humphreys.
any size and shape.
Mr and Mrs. Jake Peacock dison Douglas Carter. sr., of Mrs. Blanche Pulliam, of ChiMarianna. Ark. whose small
Flora Cochrane, Mr
daughter, Winnie Kay, was and their small daughter Baltimore, Maryland. Ceci, eago. Mrs.
Mrs. Samuel Pence. Mr
also a flower girl, Mrs. Rich- Michele are visiting relatives Washburn, the bride's broth and
Washburn, the and Mrs. A A Latting. Mr
er, Gene
ard Greene. who directed the in Champaign, Illinois.
And Mrs. John (Edna) Her- bride's cousin, Henry Mitch- and Mrs. John Whittaker,
wedding. Mrs. Bertha StevenCaldwell.•
Forestine
M r s.
eon, of Houston. Texas: Mr. ron and her small sons are ell, Frank Mitchell, Frederick
7
Miss Panels Caldwell, a n d
and Mrs. John Parker, M r s. visiting her mother in Gary, Letcher, Benjamin Jackson,
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Traditionally this is the time!
of year set aside by most
Americans for the annual vacation.
Some take to the hi-ways;
some to the air-ways; and
many spend their time relaxing and enjoying home. But
no matter what your vacation
plans are, they are sure to include dining out.
Studies have shown that
many people eat more food
when dining at a good restaurant and they also eat more expensive types of food than generally served at home. Because
of this we have a few suggestions for getting the most from
your restaurant dollar that we
think may be helpful.
I. When you eat out, help
yourself to a good diet
by choosing food according to the basic food
FIRST ANNIVERSARY —Of Calif. Mrs. Wilson is a formprepared by Mrs. Rosa Campplan.
widespread social interest er disc jockey here. She is
bell and Mrs. Eula Henry. In
2. Read both columns on a
was the recent first anniverpresently employed by the town especially for the party
bill-of-fare and judg•
sary party given by Mrs. State of California in the
was a cousin, Mrs. Olivia
price and food list toGertrude Williams Penn. 398 Department of social welfare. Booker of Chicago, and Mr.
gether. Look for good HAWAIIAN TEA—The CeWillie Woody. 1957 Hubert club are: Mrs. Viola Woody.
Lucy. for her daughter and
Her husband is self employ- and Mrs. Ernest Jones, Sr., of
values in nourishment lebrity club celebrated its
ave. Mrs. Lucinda McGee
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. ed. Approximately 50 per- Los Angeles. The couple represident: Mrs. Carrie Smith,
for your money — they
annual Hawaiian Tea and
Fred Wilson of Los Angeles. sons attended the party ceived many lovely and usewas crowned Queen for the secretary; Mrs. Emma Allen,
aren't always the most Fashion show
recently
at
year.
Miss
Elenora
Banks is Mrs. Alma Hall. Mrs. McGee,
which war served buffet style. ful gifts.
costly dishes.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Princess
Members of the Mn. Coro Sutton, Mrs. Ida
3. Remember that a "special" is no bargain if
select make for good eating
the combination it offers
1. Milk and milk products:
will fill you up with one
3 to 4 cups daily for chilkind of food - starches,
for example, and you go
short that day on green
vegetables, frui t. or
Meal, fish, poultry end
milk.
eggs: 2 or more servings
4. Choose your food for a
daily, with dry beans,
CHICAGO, 111.—The Moss H. twenty years ago.
peas and nuts as alter- Kendrix Organization, a naparticular meal with
This year, MliK0 handled
nates.
the other meals of the
tionally known Washington, the NNPA's National Negro
Born at E. H. Crump hospital, Eldridge.
Mrs. Ben King, of 797 Baltiday in mind. That way
June 28:
3. Vegetables and fruits; 4 D. C.. public relations and Newspaper Week observance
Daughter, Deborah, to Mr. more.
you can choose in or•
marketing firm, has been re- under the direction of the AsDaughter, Chandra, to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Strong, of Daughter, Karen, to Mr. and
or more servings daily.
quickly foods that will
tained to handle image-build- sociation's Public Affairs Corn•ind Mrs. George Hornburger, 1082 Azalia.
Include
one
Mrs. Ervin McDonald of 614 F.
serving
of
round out
your days
ing promotions for the National mttee. The press week project
of 1766 LaPaloma.
Daughter, Melody, to Mr. and Mississippi blvd.
citrus fruit daily for vigood eating.
Newspaper Publishers associa- will be one of the major camtamin C.
Son. Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs. Clem Croa., of 893 SpringSon, Melvin. to Mr. and Mrs. 5: Choose a reputable restion, according to NNPA Presi- paigns of the newly appointed
Mrs. Lester Love, of 1056 A dale.
Melvin Coleman, of 724 Lucy.
4. Bread-Cereals: 4 or more dent John H. Sengstacke, pub- firm. Thomas W. Young, presitaurant. One that has an
Daughter, Sandra, to Mr. Son, Terry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lema.
"A" rating from the loservings daily. Select lisher. The Chicago Daily De- dent, The Norfolk (Va.) JourSon, Clifford, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Stafford Williams of George Howell, of 3074 Mt.
wholegrain, enriched or fender.
nal and Guide, chairs NNPA's
cal health department.
Floyd C. Smith of 3027 Tillman 1888 Person.
Olive.
This is your assurance
restored products.
"Action leading to the ap- Public Affairs Committee.
Son, Atony, to Mr. and Mrs.
cove, Apt. 8.
Daughter, Sharon, to Mr. di
that the food is safe to
pointment of the Kendrix Or- The Kendrix Organization
Ervin Norwood of 954 Lauder"A Guide To Good Eating"
June 29
Mrs. Eddie Galloway, of 731
eat.
ganization met with the unani- was launched in 1948. The
dale.
is
a
service
provided
for
the
Daughter, Felicia, to Mr. and
Harahan.
mous approval of the member firm currently serves The CocaFor your convenience we are
readers of the Tri-State DeMrs. Grant Allen of 2851 Yale, July 3
company, Atlanta; Ga.,
Daughter, Earnestine, to Mr. Son, Johnny. to Mr. & Mrs. printing the four basic food fender through the cooperation publishers of NNPA," Mn. Cola
Daughter, Karen, to Mr. and
Lawrence Walker, of 498 BalSengstacke noted. Mr. Kendrix. Carnation company, Los Angroups. Cut it out and carry of the Memphis Dairy
Mrs. Charles 0. Dowell of 1879 and Mrs. Jimmie Austin of 984 timore.
Council. head of the firm bearing his
N. Seventh.
it in your bill folder. As you Mrs. Williams is a teacher
Cloverdale dr.
of name, has been actively assoDaughter, Brenda. to Mr. and Son. Darryl, to Mr. and Mrs.
June 30
travel and eat out, check it Home Economics at
Manassas ciated with the publishers body
Jennings Payne, of 5826 Jonah Page, of 2330 Eldridge.
Son, Samuel, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs.
Son, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs. often to see if the foods you High School.
North st.
since its inception more than
Samuel Marlin, jr., of 1478 S.
Daughter. Yolanda. to Mr. Eddie Gurdon, of 381 Driver.
Montgomery.
Son,
Thomas,
to
Mr.
&
Mrs.
and Mrs. Sherman Moore of
July 1
Thomas Shannon, of 1880 S.
1618 Hanauer.
Daughter, Teri, to Mr. and
Son, Darrel, to Mr. and Mrs. Parkway.
Mrs. Ulysses Weakley of 1638
Earnest Haley, of 1585 S. Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Britton,
Lauderdale.
Mrs. Willie Ingram of 2253 ElJuly 2
Daughter. Stella, to Mr. and dridge.
Daughter, Valeria, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Adair of 593 Wells. Daughter, Carlene to Mr. &
Mrs. William Jones of 1071
Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and Mrs. Sammie Hence of 1970
tafford.
Mrs. George Blanton of 2108 Kansas.
Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
son
July 6
Willie J. Tate of 914 Speed.
Curry.Michael, to Mr. & Mrs. Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
July 4.
William Horse of 1808 Cincinna- A. D. Adams, of 324 Leath.
Daughter, Bobbin, to Mr. ti.
Daughter, Euleeta, to Mr. &
and Mrs. Robert R. Jones of
Son. Theodis, to Mr. & Mrs. Mrs. Eugene LaRhonda of 1332
1615 Eldridge.
Mamon Jackson of 905 Alaska. Englewood.
Daughter, Constance, to Mr.
Son, Robert, to Mr. & Mrs. Daughter, Jacqueline, to Mr.
and Mrs. James F. Hopson of
Walter L. Wilson of 1569 Mor- and Mrs. Aaron Horton, of
3510 Millard rd.
ris.
5571 Lamar.
Son, Gregory. to Mr. and
Daughter. Sharon. to Mr. & Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Whit Allen of Box 153, Mrs. Henry L. Coleman of 854
James Davis, of 264 W. Frank.
Senatobia. Miss.
Mason.
Son. Clayborn, to Mr. and
Son, Danny, to Mr and Mrs. Son. Eddie. to Mr. & Mrs. EdMrs. Clayborn Mormon, of 186
B. L. Hulbert, of 1899 Rile.
die Polk. of 660 Georgia.
Pretoria.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Darrel, to Mr. & Mrs. Sun.
to Mr. and Mrs. Hallie
Marcella Long of 1015 N. 7th. Elex Jennings of 1180 Wood- Thomas of 249
Baltic.
Apt. 3.
lawn.
Daughter, Brenda, to Mr. &
July 5
Son. Rodney, to Mr. & Mrs. Mrs. Daniel Jones of 547 Ly- BRIDAL PARTY—The bridal Christy Miller, flower girl.
Son, Frederick. to Mr. and George W. Norment of 226 S. ceum.
party of Lt. and Mrs. Addison Standing left to right first row
Mrs. George Milan, of 2346 En- Lauderdale.
Daughter, Stacey. to Mr. & Carter, jr., poses in full array are the bridesmaids: Mrs.
terprise.
Son, Anthony. to Mr. & Mrs Mrs. Clyde Williams of 895 B. at the Metropolitan Baptist Gene Washburn, Miss GeralSon, Anthony, to Mr. and James Jones, of 377 Leath.
church where the ceremony
dine Douthet, Miss Bobby
St. Paul.
Atirs. Louis Williams of 276 July 4
Son. Jeffrey, to Mr. and Mrs. was held Saturday evening, Nelson, maid of honor; Miss
\Fuller, Apt. 7.
July
15. Seated left to right Josephine Isabel, Miss FranSon, Maurice, to Mr. & Mrs. Henry Baker, of 990 Poplar,
Son, William, to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Austin of 1323 Austin. Apt. E.
are Winnie Kay Kennedy, ces Warren, sister of groom
William Braswell of 2912 Mt. Son, Earnest, to Mr. & Mrs. Son, William, to Mr. and Mrs. flower girl of Marianna, Ark., from Baltimore, Md.; and
Olive.
Earnest Powell, of 1245 Miss- William Watts, of 316 Linden, Aubrey Washburn. ringbearer Miss Alva Jamison. Second
and brother of the bride and row left to right are: Lewis H.
Son. Donnie, to Mr. and Mrs. issippi.
No. 207.
Henry Latham of 66 W. Faye. Daughter, Sandra, to Mr. & Son, Anthonie. to Mr. and
Twigg, jr.• Gene Washburn,
Born at John Gaston hospital Mrs. Lawrence Thomas, of 753 Mrs. Anderson Owens, of 646 Kansas.
Frank Mitchell, Charles WashJuly 1
Hilton.
Daughter, Terry, to Mr. and burn, father of the bride;
Boston, No. 8.
Son. Wilson, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Cedric. to Mr. & Mrs. Sen. Julius, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Oliver Benton of 724 Mrs. Addison Douglas Carter,
Wilson E. Wright, of 2165 Penn- Sylvester McCoy of 2962 Shan- Julius Harrington of 1879 Car- Marechalneil,
jr., the bride, Rev. S. A.
Daughter, Corina, to Mr. & Owens, pastor of the church.
ver, No. 4.
Mrs. James E. Drane of 1020 who officiated; Lt. Addison
Son. Tvrus, to Mr. & Mrs. July 7.
Isaac Benson of 476 Baltimore, John T. Rucker of 1003 Lavon. Daughter, Paula, to Mr. and Front.
Douglas Carter, jr., t h e
Son, Curtis, to Mr. and Mrs, Daughter, Phyllis, to Mr. & Mrs. John H. Dotson, of 3025 Son, Ravell, to Mr. and Mrs. groom; Addison Douglas CarRoosevelt Davis, of 1581 Webb. Mrs. Willie E. Hughes of 601 Autumn.
Richard McDonald of 2361 Sil- ter, sr., best man and father
of the groom; Cecil Washburn,
Son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs. Vollentine.
Daughter, Terry, to Mr. and ver,
Curtis Jones of 315 Crump.
Daughter, Vera, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Ellis, of 961 Ford.
Daughter, Gwendolyn, to Mr. brother of the bride; Thomas
Daughter, Debra, to Mr. and Mrs. Jake I. Manning of 956 Daughter, Angela, to Mr. & and Mrs. James Carson of 1001 Doggett, Benjamin Jackson
and Henry Mitchell.
Mrs. Eddie McNeary of 1708 Lane.
Mrs. Joe E. Glover of 2/69 Delmar,
Brookins.
Son, Tony, to Mr. & Mrs.
Son, Sylvester, to Mr. and Willie Henderson. of 1506 CasMrs. John King of 1433 N. talia.
Bellevue.
Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Son, Willie. to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. William Mason of 934 N.
Willie J. Stamps of 315 James. Second.
Daughter, Yulanda, to Mr. Daughter, Cathy, to Mr and
And Mrs. Willie H. Sigers of Mrs. Edgar Cummings of 1479
‘
1111,70 LeMoyne mall.
Waldorf.
Daughter, Nidra, to Mr. and
Daughter. Sharon, to Mr. &
Mrs. Alexander Wilson of 291 Mrs. Herman Harris, of 592 N.
Vance.
Second.
Daughter. Catherine, to Mr. Daughter, Patricia, to Mr. &
and Mrs. Willie Lenoir
Mrs. William Perry, of 452 LipJuly 2
ford.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Danny, to Mr. and Mrs.
Prentis Naylor of 2378 Silver. Albert Banks, of 267 BraceDaughter, Audrey, to Mr. And wood.
Mrs. David Porter, of 1099 S. Son, Ricky. to Mr. and Mrs.
Wellington.
Floyd Spencer, of 563 Weakley.
Son, Gregory, to Mr. and July 5
Mrs. George H. Shaw of 2373 Daughter, Sandra, to Mr. &
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GRAND OPENING of...

STELLA'S BEAUTY SALON
MODERN

AIR CONDITIONED

LATEST EQUIPMENT

Bacardi makes good drinks. That's one reason
that among the thousands of liquor brands in
the world—whiskies, gins, vodkas and the rest—
/far...fedi outsells every brand but five, Have a
Bacardi Highball. Youll enjoy itt

FEATURED AT GRAND OPENING

A FASH1ONETTE
Sunday, July 23rd-3 to 5 p.m.
WH 6-1025
1575 PILLOW STREET

Other farrintis recipes no
the Bacardi back labeL

REUBEN
WASHINGTON
Sunday — Sign On
To Sign Off

ha.
Crane, Miss Banks, Mrs. Sylvia Parton, Mrs. Thonda
Yancy. Mrs. Lucile Thompson was narrator for the tea.
geles, Calif., the Bahamas Development Board, Nassau —
through the appointment of
Hill and Knowlton. Inc., New
York, N. Y., the United Golfers
Association, and The 100 Per
Cent Wrong Club of the Atlanta
Daily World, Atlanta, Ga.
BUR K-HALL
The House of Fine Paint
Phone RE 5-6161

A B C Paint Store
CHOIR ROBES
High

fashion

styling

superbly tailored
---- at an economy price!
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
UNIFOleht CONVIANY
1 SO MAIN ST
IA 6.3641

DEFENDER

Other Peoples

QuestionOfDiscountsOn HomeLoans
BrewsControversyStorm AtConference

BUSINESS

IT

By A. L FOSTER
EX ECUTI V E DIRECTOR
CONMOVOLITAN (7HAMBER OF COMMERCE
(Formerly (o•tengo Negro Chamber of
Commerce)

By EDWARD COWAN
than the maximum FHA rate—.even FHA hoyees
sometimes
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — now 5 1-4 per cent for single- pay discounts. The
"points" are
The controversial question of family houses. Discounting also added on to the price
of the
discounts on home loans per- occurs on loans guaranteed by house. FHA officials
Mayor Richard Daley has is- tic Council of Working
say theirs
Life of
colated
up
the
to
Veterans
the
Administration, appraisals are not perfect
presidential
sued a proclamation declaring which he was also
director.
press conference a f e w days which also may bear an interest enough to prevent this
July "Cleaner Sidewalk
practice
CAREER GIRLS
ago.
rate
of
no
more
than 5 3-4 per and that to do so would dry
Month." In his statement the
Four popular Chicago-born
A
reporter
cent.
asked
President
up FHA financing.
Mayor declares that "cleanlicareer girls are experiencing
Kennedy "Can something be Lenders may also seek
Hardy observed that in the
ness of our city contributes to
a
exciting summers. Gloria Foster
done
to
require
mortgage
bank- higher return if the property to Past, when Congress made FHA
the health and welfare of all
and Shauneille Perry Ryder are
ers
to
quit
enriching
themour people . . . Clean streets,
be mortgaged is old, in a bad Prohibit or control all discounts,
playing stock out East and Alselves" by charging discounts neighborhood, in disrepair; if 'The primary effect"
sidewalks, alleys and boule- frieda
was to
and Virginia Diggs are
on
home
loans
insured
by
the
vards, free from litter and trash,
the downpayment is small; if curtail the availability of FHA
world -travelling.
Federal
Housing
Administrathe borrower is only a so-so loan money rather than limit
symbolize our civic pride and
tion.
Gloria Foster and Shauneille
risk,
self respect."
the interest rate.
Ryder are graduates of the
The
President
said
he
would
Hardy suggested that the
In closing the Mayor urges
Many critics of "points" aclook into the matter. Later the
Goodman Memorial Theatre
"All citizens to do their fair
knowledge that these factors buyer who does not want to pay
School of Drama.
White House released a letter
share to keep our thoroughfares
should be taken into account by a discount on an FHA-insured
These talented young women
from FHA commissioner Neal
and public ways free from lita lender in determining his rate loan has several alternatives:
will appear in a stock produc- AS FAMILY PURCHASING office of
J.
Hardy
to
Sarah
McClendon,
the Design Laborater."
of return. What some critics, C.?nvenUonal loan, possibly at a
po r tiona 1 representation he
tion of Raisin in the Sun in agents, women spend most tory, Container
reporter who had asked the
Corporation from upper and lower income
like Mrs. McClendon, object to higher interest rate; arranging
If the civic pride and self Syracuse, N.
question. It turned out that
Y.; Shauneille as U. S. personal incomes. How of America. A panel of 11.000
is indirect hiking of the return sale of the loan to the Federal
groups, provides valuable Mrs.
respect of most Chicagoans are Baneatha and
McClendon had complainGloria as Ruth. they respond to trademarks, respondents, primarily from
by
a discount rather than a National Mortgage association—
information
measured by the condition of The play opens
for
packaging ed a few days earlier to Houslabels and packaging is care- the "middle majority"
July 18.
straightforw
popuard increase in the (a government agency) at a
customers
our streets, alleys, sidewalks Alfrieda and
of
Container
Cor- ing Administrator Robert C.
Virginia Diggs fully studied In the field lation group, but with pro,a government agency) at a
interest rate.
poration of America.
and boulevards, we have very recently met
Weaver after she had paid $235
in London a n d
smaller discount; waiting until
littl eof both because in far started on an
in "points" in selling her house. PROHIBITS DISCOUNTS
extensive tour of
money gets cheaper; shoppingisk
too many sections of Chicago England,
Haniy's letter, in answer for ' Hardy's letter went on to around for a lender
Scotland, Denmark,
who will.,
the thoroughfares are littered Norway,
Sweden and the Soviet
Weaver, was being prepared point out that FHA prohibits give more attractive
terms.
with debris.
Union. When they reach Gereven before Mrs. McClendon the buyer-borrower from pay- To keep
discounts
many, Virginia will pick up her
DON'T CARE
raised the issue at the press ing a discount because it "Practicable minimum," to a
Hardy
"Would effectively circumvent" said, the
Mercedes-Benz and they
There are several reasons
conference.
administration has
why these conditions prevail. will continue by motor through
In releasing the letter, White the objective of the interest raised FNMA buying
prices, inAmong
First of course, my
House press secretary Pierre rate ceiling. But, Hardy con- creased the amount
many people Switzerland, Spain and Italy.
of money
Alfreida will meet several of
simply don't care. Every day
Salinger suggested that Mrs. tinued, there is no prohibition savings associations
may boryou see them throwing chew- 'her co-workera of the Columbia By DOROTHEA M.
McClendon's problem was per- on a builder or seller's absorb- row from federal
BROOKS leaci ing manufacturer of
home loan
pre-' "Modernization is a key part sonal, not general. She denied ing a discount. This also is true
ing gum and candy wrappers,.Bmadcastingcornpanyand
banks,
and
persuaded the Fedplywood
paneling of the building materials indus- this and asserted that many of VA loans.
cigarette containers parts of spend a week at the Italian MS/- NEW YORK—(UPI) — Thernished
eral Reserve System to try to
ich has gained wide consum- try now and
lumberyard has gone
newspapers, and trash general- iera, then on to Paris, then by
much of it is di- home
buyers
and
sellers
Although
Hardy
did
not
nudge
say
down
long-term interest
e way of the small grocery er acceptance in recent years rected at the home handyman," throughout the country
non-stop flight to Chicago to the
ly on the sidewalks.
were so, it is common knowledge that rates.
because of its do-it-yourself Baker said. "For
example, even confused and victimized by disMany businessmen contrib- spend two weeks with her me- and drug at°re.
Once the stronghold of car- qualities, says it is "Not un- a housewife now can install counts.
ute by not keeping the walks in ther.
When the sisters separate in penters and contractors and a usual to see a housewife push- acoustical ceiling tiles — it's a EXPLAINS
front of their stores clean and
SYSTEM
ing a shopping cart around a job that's that
simple. The tiles
in some instances by actually Italy, Virginia returns to few knowledgeable home craftsHardy said in his letter that
lumber
outlet
—
men,
much
lumberyards
as
have
today
Baumholer,
she
welgrooved edges and can be enders sometimes "May
Germany to resume
sweeping dirt from their stores
dewould shop in a suburban su- stapled in place."
onto the sidewalks. They add teaching with the American come the casual do-it-yourselfmand earnings on their investpermarket.
She
er
—
may
and
be
his
wife.
armed
buying
forces, a position she has
Lumber yards and building ments which are in excess of
further to confusion by putting
all the materials needed for a
supply dealers are natural out- FHA permitted maximum inun-crushed boxes in the trash held for over a year. Alfrieda An hour or so spen tbrowsing home
improvemen
t
at
your
project
local
lumber
is
she
dealer's
assistant
to Garry Moore on
lets for many such materials, terest rates." The lender does
baskets thereby causing them Tv.
can be a rewarding experience. and her husband can tackle he said.
to more quickly overflow.
this by advancing to the borNo longer limiting them- bright and early on Saturday
Mayor Daley, in a letter adJ. S. Ross, New England rower less than the face amount
Finally, there is the extremeNEW YORK — The charge prior to the State Departmorning."
selves
to
commercial
sales,
dressed
lumto
the executive direcmanager for Moore's Wholesale of the loan. For example, a
• rendered by
by the head of the Mississippi ment's imposition of a ban on
Y Poor service
the tor of the Cosmopolitan Cham- bermen have made a strong oid
Hewitt was one of the first Supply company,
who
which op- lender
charges
two,
sanitary district. It is the job of
state police that several of the travel to that country. I can
her of Commerce raises the for the consumer market on to recognize the potential for erates a chain of
lumber and "points" on a $10,000 loan acthe sanitary district to keep the
work of that organization and three fronts: Attractive displays the lumber dealer who geared building materials outlets
tually lends the borrower only "Freedom Riders" now jailed state unqualifiedly that there
along
streets clean. A sufficient numcongratulates the Ways and and showrooms, sales of do-it. his operation to the do-it-your- the East Coast, says
diversifi- 89,800. The interest, however, is in Jackson, Miss., received in- were no seminars or meetings
her of cleaning trucks should at
iMeans committee for its decis_ Yourself products and customer self trend. He hired a woman cation of products is
necessary computed on $10,000 and it is structions from Soviet officials addressed by Soviet officials
all times be available and the i
t publish
service.
representati
ve
—
once a rarity for lumber dealers to prosper $10,000 that must be repaid in Havana earlier this year in
edition
excuse sometimes offered by a,of
or Soviet citizens in the course
Many yards feature large, in the business — who he says, in today's competitive
"Chicago — City of Progress
the techniques of sit-ins,
market. over the life of the loan.
district superintendent that '
,and Opportunity." The ma,,„ well lighted showrooms to dis- has had considerable success "Lumber represents
about 35 Lenders
commonly "Freedom Ride s," etc., was of that tour.
some of his trucks have beerv
most
states: "Your organization 'has ,play a variety of items never selling new ideas to dealers per cent of our volume
here," charge discounts or "points" branded an absurd falsifica- "The only event which
"loaned" to another district is
icontributed much to the ad- I tarried before. In addition to along with the company's ply- Ross said. "Various types
of when the going interest rate on tion by Richard Gibson, acting could be remotely described
not valid.
I
ivancernent
of the best interests the usual display of building wood products.
finished lumber — plywood conventional loans is higher executive secretary of the
Streets should be cleaned :of an the
as a seminar was a discussion,
And
Products
including
Allied
sash,'
doors,
city,
people
Chemical
of our
corpo- panels, moldings, various types
Fair Play for Cuba Committee.
more frequently. They should
organized one evening when
Your organization has partici-Iwinclows, ceiling tiles, flooring ration's Barrett Division re- of frames — constitute a sizaalso be cleaned on Saturdays
He termed the Mississippi- a
pated in and supported all corn- and such, they now show tools cently assigned H. J. Baker to ble part of our lumber sales
scheduled outdoor party was
ar early Sunday mornings
an's charge an attempt to
So munity activity . . . You have of
"en' size and use, paints, concentrate solely on home However, we also stock build
rained
out. This discussion
people dressed in their 'Sunday
smear
desegregati
the
on strugfurnished leadership in further- wall tiles, special trim, and all modernization, remodeling and ing materials, hardware, garbest" could feel proud as they ingle in the South and the Fair was about Cuba and was led
g understanding of civic and sorts of hardware of special In- improvement — the mush- dening supplies, lawn furniture
go to and from church services,
Play for Cuba Committee at by an American professor who
rooming offshot of do-it-your- and other diversified
business roblems
The pro- terest to the horneo4ner.
was on the tour.
items for
the same time.
AGAINST THE LAW
self.
READY
ADVICE
'gram o te
h Chamber is
" dethe homeowner."
"This smear," Gibson said, "No Soviet, Cuban or offiit is against the law to throw serving of the support of all
No longer need the novice —
"had its origin in the recent cials of any other government
builder or handyman feel timid
refuse on streets and sidewalks. Chicagoans.
hearings and witch-hunt per- addressed the meeting or parA city ordinance makes it Referring to the publication, because of his "ignorance." The
secution of the Fair Play for ticipated in the discussion.
illegal and offenders are sub-'Mayor Daley says: "The book new style lumberyard is ready
Cuba Committee by the Sen- "T h i s attempt by General
ject to fines ranging from $10 will serve to acquaint the busi- with advice— and with a large
ate Internal Security Subcom- Birdsong to smear the 'Freeto $200. Superintendent of Po- nessmen and other leaders with variety of plans and blueprints
mittee, which is headed by dom Riders' and the Fair Play
lice Wilson has activated a po- the contributions the members:and kits for everything from
Senator Eastland of Mississip- for Cuba Committee is an ab
lice detail of 27 crossing guards of your organization have made building cabinets, to hanging a
By LEROY POPE
pi." Gibson's statement fol- surd falsification and has Its.J
England, Pennsylvania, Michiand nine policemen who will in the building o fthe commer- new door or laying a patio.
origin in the recent witch-hunt
lows:
operate from 8 a.m. to 4 pm., cial and civic life of our city." Bernard Hewitt, chairman of
NEW YORK — (UPI) — gan, Ohio and Illinois and the
persecution of the FPCC by
Monday through Friday, cover- BROADCAST INTEREST
Industrial Plywood company, a Old Kingfish Huey Long's Pacific gold coast, the former
EXPLAINS TOUR
the Senate Internal Security
ing all sections of the city.
Interest in the Cosmopolitan
dream of "sharing the wealth" citadels of wealth, have lost
"An Associated Press dis- Subcommittee.
First-time violators will be Chamber of Commerce broadis coming true in our country control of the lion's share of
patch of June 29 from Jack- "Since
Senator Eastland of
warned, but repeaters will be casts over WGES has become so
in spite of all the wiles and the national wealth. But these
son, Miss., reports Brigadier
Mississippi heads that commitarrested. It will be interesting keen that programs will be prewickedness of the greedy, the people are still much more
General T B. Birdsong, head
tee it is obvious where Gen.
to see to what extent citizens sented every Sunday from
Institute of Life Insurance prosperous than their parents.
of the Mississippi Highway Birdsong
is getting his sowill cooperate with the Cleaner 530 to 6 p.m. instead of every
Perhaps it's not surprising
Despite its northern location, said.
Patrol, as stating that at least
called information," Gibson
Sidewalk Month campaign and other week. Starting July 16,'Illinois ranks third among the
two 'Freedom Riders,' now
The wealth is being shared that the deep south has shown
added.
for how long. We are noted for and every other Sunday there- states in the number of homes
DR PITTs
serving sentences in Mississipso rapidly, the institute's fig- the biggest gain in per capita
special observances which ex- after the Anecans, an organiza- with some form of air condipi prisons for their desegregaures showed, that when his- wealth since 1940.
cite us for a short period but tion of young married people tioning, according to Carrier
AT LAST IT'S HERE
The average family income'
tion activity, had attended 'a MEN,
torians get down to writing the
Tak• New ILUMTOREX Ams tame 1.11.
have no lasting effects.
affiliated with the American Air Conditioning company.
Soviet-directed seminar' in A Amstar" or...safari RU1.410111% takes
big economic story of our jumped six-fold in the Deer
Each year since Daley has Negro EmanciPation Centennial Figures released by the com- times,
op wham nature Mares 644 A FISYLI
Cuba earlier this year.
they may well decide South between 1940 and 1960.
CIANS FORMULA Oetle 550) for 5 2been Mayor we have had a big Authority will present a series pany show Illinois has 381.000
"The only tour to Cuba this wee* mptsis Money-beck
that's it — that the geographi- i the Life Insurance institute has
if net istndown town parade with all of educational facts of Amer-- cool homes, following Texas
coffin. S•ne COD Chedr
year which included several lied aft,r
cal re-distribution of wealth ini discovered. Even so. that only SpeCiakt
sr Money Ord, NOW
areas participating. We have can Negro history. Preparing and New York which have
raised
per
capita
income
in
this country has been more
WASHINGTON. D. C — hundred U.S. students was the
aeen exhorted through the the programs are Richarden 856,000 and 578,000 respectivetour sponsored by the Fair THE RUMTOREX CO.
momentous than foreign aid. the southeastern states tromp n. ited States Commission
er of Play for Cuba Committee
press, radio and TV, from the Mobley and Louis Shelly, jr. ly. An estimated 12.4 per cent
58
to
72
per
cent
of
the
nation-!
just 239 E. 115th St., Box 11
huge defense expenditures, auucation
Sterling M. McMurpulpit, at organization meet- Robert Winbush of PATH of Illinois homes have either a
— riod,;Ed
NEW YORK 29, N. Y.
tomation, space technology and al average. In the same pe
I
nn
today
announced the apings and through every known Associates, is in receipt of a let- central air conditioning system revolutiona
per capita income in the southry changes in marnoin
tmen
t
of Dr. Nathan A.
method, to "make and keep Chi- ter of endorsement of the book or one or more room units.
jumped from 70 to 1181—.
keting and finance.
When
Pitts as program specialist in
, per cent.
:ago a clean city." And — to to be published for the Cosmo- Illinois also rates fifth with
What
is
down
it
)
to
comes
Office
of
the
Education's Interaur amazement, we have even Ipolitan Chamber from Fairfax its 57,000 centrally air condinational Education Division.
Nix Cream Deodorant is extra effecBACKACHE
won national prizes for having Cone, chairman of the board of tioned homes, Carrier reports. that folks in the South, the'
Southwest,
states,
border
In his new post, Dr. Pitts will tive, safe,gentk. No matter how active
'the cleanest city," but that has Foote, Cone & Belding. Also
Nationwide in 1960, nearly
Makes
you
are,
you
can
Regions
Mountain
be
Rocky
and
fresh
and
odorbe
chiefly
responsible for COmeant simply that other cities endorsing the book is Irvin 800,000 families had their first
free with Nix. Creamy smooth. Won't
Your Life Miserable...-Prairies
the
getting
are
richer
ordinating
the Office of EduceAuspitz, vice chairman of the taste of air conditioning in the
were dirtier than ours.
dry out in the jar.
likke DenAers
la Mime swab tremble.
tion's participation in the TechThere are also laws against Edward S. Weiss advertising home, reports Carrier. Of the every year.
Exrra economical!
eh= mewed bv demob Adam DeVFM's
nical
PM,Increase kidney attiviiy to lash NM
Assistance
Program of
spitting on sidewalks, smoking agency. Chamber
Get Nix—today.
members 6,300,000 homes with some LOST CONTROL
*ANN Ram the system The remit r re/i4
ICA. This will include recruiton busses and other public should take advantage of the form of cooling, 1,127,000 are
Monad rabef from berkadm, mad bMekre
Meanwhile, the peoples of
inimarem reetismore
ea.M. aseidar
The dollar volume of build- rnent of education specialists
transportation, against loitering special offer for advertising :centrally air conditioned.
New York, New Jersey, New
One DeWitt's Imre diarear NUM Mas
and
their
ing
within
orientation for duty
the city of Chicago
mid snalmene 'Met dun /maw a.aware
----- and using obscene language, rates available only to them.
SW ma• fsrackm from pass
is being underestimated by up overseas.
against public drinking and.
to 100 million dollars per year Dr. Pitts, 48, has been an edstreet fighting and disorderly
because many builders give a ucator for more than 20 years. Maw*Effective arm Deodorant DeWitt's Pills
conduct generally
false figure of construction From 1938 to 1942 he was prinDON'T OBEY
cost when they file for a per- cipal of the Cardinal Gibbons
But it appears that people no
mit to build, Building Com- Institute, Ridge, Md. Following
longer feel obligated to obey
NEW YORK — The Nigermissioner George L. Ramsey that, he became instructor in
laws and have little respect for an Economic Mission arrived
sociology, North Carolina Colasserted.
law-enforcing authorities. Nev- in New York, July 5, led by,
"This practice on the part of lege, Durham.
er-the-less, we ask all mem- Federal Minister of Finance.,
15 or 20 per cent of the build- From 1950 to 1957 he was
bers of the Cosmopolitan Cham- Chief F. S. Okotie-Eboh. The
ing owners or their agents," professor of social science, CopCommerce
to.give
ber of
full 23-member group is the largest
said Ramsey. "distorts the en- pin State Teachers College,
cooperation and support to the trade mission ever to circle the
tire economic picture of build- Baltimore. After a two year abcampaign. Perhaps if Chamber globe.
sence, during which he was
ing within the city."
members set the example, the
Since leaving Nigeria. May
Ramsey said these builders teacher training adviser to the
idea will catch on. Let's help 28, the group has visited the
are presuming that the esti- ICA in Tabriz, Iran, Dr. Pitts
make Chicago clean and beauti- United Kingdom, Czechoslovamated cost of construction returned to Coppin as chairman
ful.
kia, Poland, Russia, Peoples'
placed on a permit application of the social science departlooking to bvy something,
On July 19, the Cosmopoli- Republic of China. India, Pakwill be used as a basis for tax ment.
tan Chamber of Commerce will istan. Burma and Japan.
hire somebody, rent a house, get
assessment by the County Tax Dr. Pitts is married and lives
hold an Open Board Meeting
During their seven-day stay'
with his wife and daughter in
Assessor's office.
a lob? Best place to look to And
at 12 noon in the Parkway Blue in the U.S., members of the
"We have been assured by Baltimore.
Room. Open board meetings party met with government
what you're seeking fastest is in
the asacssor's office that t h e
have proved extremely popu- officials and prieete %lazinessconstruction figure is not a baslar as they give members and men in Washington, D. C., and
Want Ads in this paper. A
dae
is for tax assessment," he
guests an opportunity to get a New York, to heighten Amerisaid.
We pick up any ttIC/V 08
few minutes spent scanning
first hand picture of what the can awareness of the economCopies of all permits for
unwonted animals
Chamber is accomplishing.
ic potentials now existing in
thesis &cis CUR pay off handnew construction are sent to Animal
Welfare League
Edward Allen Marriniak, ex-;Nigeria, Africa's most popu- BATTLE OF AGES is pro. of whiskey as it ages and
the assessor, but only to let
somely to youl
ecutive director, Chicago Corn. lous nation with over 40,000,- clamed by Edgar R. Deut- demonstrate "outage" (logs
NOrmal
Coll
7-0089
them know that there is new
mission on Human Relations, 000 people.
sche, vice president and a through evaporation
and construction in a certain area
will speak. Marciniak, a native
Specifically. the purpose of director of SchPnley Indus- soakage) in
longer aged The assessor's office has it
Chicagoan. has had wide ex- the mission is to expand trade! tries, Inc.. to announce com- whiskies. Deutsche
said in- own formula for appraiso,
perience. He has been an in- between Nigeria and the U.S.;, pany's drive to break "near creasing the age of domestic
pt-openly, and they have amp
structor of sociology at Loyola increase the flow of American monopoly" of foreign pro- whiskies
tre. Soca • bandy drew
is the "best way" ed us that the construction fa'
Inc Keens Iii. Ma bitch..
University, a part time instruc- investment capital into private ducers in aged whiskey field
and bathroom Rig tar 2S1
U. S. distillers can combat ure placed on a building per
tor at University College, Uni- and public sectors of the Ni- by increasing ages of 13 mounting imports
of Canadi- mit does not enter into the
Nature's Best Petroleum Jelly
versity of Chicago and edited gerian economy, a n d to seek major Bourbons and blends.
an and Scotch whiskies.
appraisal of a building. RamWeek ....Mi.-0in° of the Catho- more technical assistance.
Barrels give an "inside view"
sey said.
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t recipients of special social
'courtesies in the home of Mr.
306 E. Myrtle Ave.
and Mrs. Wiley at 212 Sycamore street, and many other
A series of meetings was
friends and relatives.
held at Friendship Baptist
•••
church recently with various
ministersfl and music groups Greater Bethel AME church
in charge. Rev. E. W. Norris was the scene of a surprise
birthday party for Mrs. Lizzie
is. pastor.
• ••
Townsend of 116 Merry st., on
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Hil the evening of July 4th, 1961.
and child, from Burlington, N The affair was given by her
C., were the house guests of husband, Mr. Moses TownMr. and Mrs. Carl J. Rhea send. The affair was attended
here recently. They were ac by several of the church's
companied by Miss Virginia members and friends.
Irley.
Barbecue with all the trim•••
mings, was served along with
Three Langtton graduates sweet relishes and cold drinks.
went to Lackland AF Base Mrs. Townsend was greatly
Texas. They are Joseph B ; surprised and received several
Morrison jr., Harriston D. Er luseful gifts.
win, jr., and Norton E. Glad
•••
ney, jr. David E. Parks, who
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Bowalso is a graduate of Langston era of 1028 W. Hadley street,
school, has gone to Par
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, accomCOUNSEL FOR THE COUR- 30 guidance counselors from Kansas City: George W. Mer- High
Island, S. C., to join the
panied by their four beautiful
SELFMS is given by Dr. 11 states and the District of vin, counselor at Phillis ris
Corps.
Marine
a :
children were recent visitors
Kate Mueller (right), proles- Columbia are attending the Wheatley High school. San
THE PERSONS area supervisor of the School nomicu Department, A & T
He has been in training
in the home of Mrs. Bowers' THESE ARE
sor of higher education Indi- Institute which is designed Antonio. Texas: Dr. Robert
center. Mr. and
the recently Lunch Program; Mrs. M. S. College: Mrs. G. E. Alston,
parents Mr. and Mrs. Ray- who conducted
na University, Bloomington, to improve the quality of Roth. director of the pro- the Marine
Lunch Brown. Aberdeen N. C.. vo- Durham. N. C.. school lunch
Mrs. Melvin Hamilton and
Robinson at 487 Thom- concluded School
mond
during the eight week Coun- counseling in the secondary gram and of the college's
family, from Charlottesville as st. They also visited other Workshop at A&T College. cational home economics manager and Mrs. Anne W.
seling and Guidance Train- schools. Sitting in on a con- psychological services: Helen
Va., spent a few days in the relatives and friends.
They are from left to right: teacher: Mrs. C is r-a S. Maley, Raleigh, State supering Institute held at Hamp- ference session are (left to S. Thompson, counselor at
visor of the School Lunch
city with Mr. Hamilton's aunt,
Mrs. E. G. Trotter, Raleigh. Evans, chairman, Home ecochildren
and
Mrs. Bowers
ton Institute, June 19 to Au- right), Josephine C. Vandi- Atlantic City High school,
Program.
Mrs. Ella Wilson and family;
and
school
attended Sunday
gust 12. Conducted by the ver, guidance counselor at Atlantic City, N. J.; and Dr.
and his brother, Mr. Gilbert morning worship services at
college under contract with
Northeast Junior High school, Mueller.
•
Hamilton. and family, recent- Mother Liberty CME church.
•
this U. S. Office of Education,
ly.
• ••
•••
I
News from Baton Rouge — (au InoCiern 34 story capitoll
Williams.
STARKVILLE NEWS
Barbara
Miss
The Thankful Baptist church
By Mrs. M. N. RINGGOLD building.
By Mrs. FANNIE MOORE
Sunday school has just closed daughter of Mr and Mrs. EdThese last two weeks have
our
home
All
to
returned
ing.
BESSEMER NEWS
VILLA RIDGE,
a very successful Daily Vacs- die C. Williams of 105 Davis meant many enjoyable days in elated over the courtesies
Louise Maxwell and her
By G. W. IVEY
Mrs. Susie Crittenden, Mrs. tion Bible School. The theme at., celebrated her 1 I th birthMr. and Mrs. John Rodgers
our home and in the homes of shown them when they were brother Junious Maxwell of
317 — 27th St.
have moved from East St. Mary Mom Elder Lewis Moss was "Living for Jesus." The day on July 5. Her mother many of our friends who are
asked to sign the guest regis- Chicago are spending their
and others from Jackson, Mich. roll was 96, with an average gave her a nice evening party
Louis to our city.
Bessemer, Ala.
personal friends of our house ter.
•••
summer vacation with their
attended the Rally in Pryor daily attendance of 85. The with a group of her young
We enjoyed ever) minute aunt Mrs. Era Lovely and Mrs.
Mrs. Rebecca Hardman of George Allen Floyd, a stu- Town.
delicious guest.
A very
pupils were quite eager to friends.
happiness
added
meant
This
• ••
of their stay and hooted them Ella S. Ward.
Pittsburgh, Pa., is visiting her dent of Wilson Junior college
learn the many lessons in menu was served consisting of for my sister and me. We
•• •
sister Mrs. Rachel Sheppard., in Chicago, spent the weekend
Ben VanDyke and son James Bible Stories, Arts, and Crafts. Ice cream and cake and van- might state that Baton Roug- to conic again, and to plan to
time.
next
stay
who is sick. Mrs. Sheppard is visiting his mother, Mrs. Susie of Jackson, Mich., were guests
longer
Little
Harris of ChiMachael
relishes.
Mrs.
were
ous other
instructors
The Instructors
eans were especially kind in
/recovering in the home of Mr. D. Floyd.
We are happy over all the cago is spending the summer
of the former's brother-in-law M. C. Wilson, director; Mrs.
•••
pleasant.
here
visit
the
making
.•.
and Mrs. John Henry Wilson.
renovations being done in the with his grandmother Mrs.
Rev. J. G. Hopkins over the Hanna Clairborne, Mrs. Doro•••
Miss Edna Obuurla Womack, They continued to discuss
Mrs. Alberta Hopkins, who weekend.
thy Christman and Mrs. Laura of 488 Shannon st., last Sat- how kindly the Baton Rouge- home of our next door neigh- Lucille Moore.
•• •
Mr. Ed Merriweather of De- is attending Tennessee State
Coone, Sandra Cole, Mrs. urday was awarded a 1961 ans were treating them. Then, Wt.
'Mrs. Reese.
mopolis, is enjoying a brief University, spent the weekend PULASKI,
Mrs. Lula D. Greene and
Her flowers are blooming
Christine Brady, Mrs. Swind- National Foundation Health we cannot refrain from menvacation with his brother and home.
and the house is being made Mrs. Erma Woods and her litMrs. Sarah Edwards has re- ler Martha Thnmpkins, Mrs.
Scholarship in Nursing by honing how much we enjoyed even more beautiful. She is an tle granddaughter, Helen Gil•••
sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. T.
turned from visiting relatives L. R. Womak, Mrs. Dorothy
chairman the group from Alabama and
Richerson,
Raymond
r
lespie of Gary, Indiana, spent
G. Merriweathe
excellent housekeeper.
Murray,
James
Mr. Steve Harrell is recov- in Centralia.
Simmons,
•••
of the Madison County Chap- Mississippi.
• ••
Mrs. Melba E. Simmons and the week visiting their mother
ering from surgery at the IlCharles Yette. Mary Brady, ter of the National Founda- This group included Mr. and
Pvt. Willie James Arrington linois Central hospital in Chidaughters Gaynel and Jean, Mrs. Emma Davis.
Funeral services for Jasper Rita Owens. director.
•• •
Mrs. P. J. Guery and Mrs. and little son Michael, were
tion.
who is stationed at Ft. Sill, cago.
Matthews were held at the St. They enjoyed a picnic at
Gal
Tuskegee
Gwendolyn
Guery's sister,
She will attend
• ••
Andrea Rochelle Moore and
Okla., is spending a 15 day
among the callers while our
John MB Church Wednesday, Carver Recreation Park at the
Ala.,
,
This
Birmingham
Alabama.
from
oway,
Institute in
Kenneth and
leave with his wife and famout-of-town guests were here. her brothers
Mrs. Mollie Cross Norwood, July 12.
close of the Bible School.
four year scholarship of $500 Mrs. Hazel Colbourne and Mrs. Mrs. Edith Purnell-Balton of Larry of Chicago, are spend• ••
• ••
ily.
who graduated from Southern
by
New
from
possible
Johnson
•• •
made
Frances
is
year
Kan., is visiting in ing their vacation with their
is
Irving
Baptist a
Mrs. Maudie
Friendship
The
Illinois University in June, has
N e w Orleans, our niece, Miss Teryl Wichita,
Deacon's wives of New joined her husband, Lieut. spending the summer with her church held their Bible School contributions to the
the home of her mother this grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
Miss., a
McComb,
from
Dimes.
Lewis
of
March
Zion Baptist church, entertain- William Norwood in San Fran- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Willie with enrollment of 93 pupils.
week. Her many other rela- Forrest Smith.
•• •
Edna is the daughter of recent graduate.
ed members of the clergy lastt cisco, Calif.
tives are helping make her
Flake, while attending South- Mrs. E. W. Norris and Mrs.
the
auto
an
and
arranged
Womack
sister
Our
Rosie
Mrs.
• ••
Mrs. La Venia Lindsey was
week in the home of Mrs. Elern Illinois University.
Harry Fain were directors. late Chester Womack. She is parade and a large group of stay here pleasant. So are her
•• •
many former classmates and the house guest of her brother
sie Campbell.
The teachers were Miss BarMrs. Ira Harrell and daugh• • •
years old and a very active them went up town to see our other friends. Mrs. Balton is in Earl, Ark., last week. She
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lipe bara McKnight, Miss Phillis 18
ter, Mrs. Correne Hayes, acLiberty beautiful, modern state capitol
Mother
of
member
The annual Women's Day companied their husband and were Cairo visitors Friday.
°nines, Miss Sharon Bachman, CME church, and was gradu- building. They registered as a former Baton Rouge girl was accompanied by John Da• ••
and the daughter of Mr. and vis. All were entertained by
was observed at New Zion father respectively, to Chicago
Miss Kathrine Cnnyer, Miss
from Merry High school our guests, and were given Mrs. George Purnell, and the Will Thomas.
Baptist church tecently.
services were held Janice McAdams, Miss Bobbie ated
Regular
night.
Sunday
•• •
•••
with honors and was an out- booklets of information about wife of Dr. Balton of Wichita.
• ••
at the St. John MB Church McAdams. The school was
student in both ele- the different departments in
Mrs. Rosa Stewart will visit
Mr. and Mrs. Lacy Kennedy
Porter Chapel CME pre- Rev. J. G. Hopkins preached Sunday with the pastor, Rev. closed with a program Friday standing
school.
mentary and high
and little daughter, Winnie Chicago and St. Louis where
sented their program titled at the First Baptist church, W. L. White in charge.
night. A picnic Sat, morning
For the past 23 months she
Kay, are guests in the home of she will be guest of Herbert
"Christian Men's Obligation 12th and Walnut sts., Cairo,
at eleven o'clock on the has worked as a ward aide at
Mrs. Kennedy's parents, Mr. Anderson and his wife.
Towards God and Fellowmen" Tuesday night. Rev. P. J.
church lawn followed.
Madison
-Madison
the Jackson
Mrs. C. Morgan of Carrot and Mrs. Philip Vallet, Sr. The
during their Men's Day cele- Gooch is the pastor.
Our
Hospital.
General
Co.
ave., is sick. Friends are urged Kennedvs are owners of The
•••
bration.
JACKSON, TENN. — News
very best wiehes and heart- to visit her during her illness. Kennedy Funeral home in
CORDELE
Rev. Herman Hayes and
By C. A. AGNEW
The Annual rally in Pryor
Miss
to
ions
congratulat
LOCKETT
felt
Richard Holt returned home Marianna, Ark.
By RENA
Rev. John Thomas officiated, Town was a big success finanThe 13th annual session of Womack.
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cooperation. He develops new
interests, makes new friends.
He acquires benefits to health
from good health habits and
outdoor activities. From new
adventures and experiences he
learns to adjust and to be
self-reliant. From nature and
Parents pondering the choice woodcraft activities — tenting,
from the community he gains
of a summer camp for their hiking, camping, swimming. inspiration and new spiritual
--- children will do well to con- But Daniel Boone would be values. And because camping
lost at the scores of camps with
The generations of honey- prices are listed in shillings and
is fun, the camper is a happy.
sider New York State. With
sophisticated programs which child.
mooners, who discovered the pounds as well as dollars and ,
some
700
York
camps, New
is include acting and ballet traincoral-flecked beaches the exotic cents; every public gathering is
one of the leading states in ing. Some stress sports, others Camps operating in New
scenery and English charm of prefaced with the playing of
the field and each summer aquatic activities. Many New York must have permits from
this bit of Britain 600 miles east "God Save The Queen;" the
offers outdoor living to a half- York camps place great stress the State Health Department_
of the United States, are now re- Union Jack flies overhead; both
million children. Receipts from on individual character build- which insure that safe standturning with their children for high and low teas are late
New York State camps amount ing and development. There ards of sanitation and health
honeymoons, family- afternoon institutions; and the
second
to $25 million a year, 18 per- are camps which offer religious have been met. In addition,
dignified Bobby, in his tropical,
style.
cent of the national total, ac- training and others which meet many camps conform to the
Once known as the "Island of helmet and Bermuda shorts dicording to the State Commerce the needs of the handicapped. standards of one or more of
Devils," the setting for Shake- recta traffic.
the various camping associaDepartment.
speare's "Tempest," Bermuda Bermuda roofs are white to
The choice of a camp is a
which are designed to
New York State has many serious matter and must take tions
still holds firm to its reputation catch the rain, and the walls
parents that their
outstanding advantages for the into account the needs, the assure
as the "Island of Honeymoon- are tinted pastel shades. The
receiving
camping movement. It has interests and the personality camper children are
ers." But today's newlyweds beaches are pink-flecked and
superlative scenic settings — of the child as well as the fa- the maximum benefits from
share the island with vacation- the waters are serenely transmountains, lakes, rivers, sea- cilities offered by the camp. their camping experience.
ing families, skindivers, golfers. parent shades of blue and green.
shores, forests, and they are The American Camping Asso- Lists of children's camps
weekend sun worshippers and Oleander and hibiscus hedges
close to centers of population ciation suggests that parents in New York State may be
businessmen on vacation. Only line the roadsides and palm and
and easily accessible. Camping selecting a camp ask these obtained without charge from
105 minutes away from New banana trees grow alongside
York City via Jet Clipper, Ber- gardens of passion flowers,
in New York has a rich his- questions? What kinds of these organizations: New York
muds is a year-round resort, acres of Bermuda lilies, rows of
torical tradition. The nation's opportunities and experiences State Camp Directors Associareports Pan American World tomato plants and fields of
oldest children's camp is here will the child have? What tion, Inc., 342 Madison avenue.
Airways, which has flown more corn.
and generations of operation kind of leaders will he have? New York 17; Association of
than a million passengers to When the sun goes down,
have provided New York What is the spirit of the camp? Private Camps, 55 West 42nd
street, New York 36.
Bermuda. The temperature even Bermuda beats to a calypso
camps with a rich background What will it cost?
in mid-winter seldom drops be- tempo. Nightlifers go hotel hop. Smooth sailing year 'round tal of Bermuda. There are hides. Of course, the horse- from which to broaden the
The
right
combination
of
in Bermuda whether visitors no trains on the island so dra wn carriage is still a experience
low 65 degrees. As a result, all ping for cabaret-type
of campers.
child and camp pays rich divifloorshow,
Half a lemon on a shelf of
the major hotels and cottage native revues, or waterside take to the water or remain everyone resorts to boats, bi- popular form of transportais the basis dends in the child's welfare. the refrigerator will help to
Outdoor
living
colonies have air-conditioning dancing. Such attractions as the on land. Hamilton is the capi• cycle or motor -assisted vs. tion.
for all camp programs but He learns responsibility and absorb odors.
and many have other added Talbot Brothers and
beyond that common factor
Bermuda's
a menities.
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—
(U
P1) — there is a great diversity to
Steel Band play at a different
Steve McQueen, who just fin- fit the needs and interests of
BOOM IN BERMUDA HOTELS hotel each night. A Shakespeare
ished a starring role in MGM's nearly any child. Some camps
The new Bermudian hotel with repertory theater also performs
"T h e Honeymoon Machine," specialize in the traditional
luxury accomodations for 460 nightly.
has been signed to star in Colguests, replaces its famous pre- For men who
shy away from
decessor, destroyed by fire
umbia Picture's film version of
the intricacies of shopping, sevthree years ago. The Castle HarJohn Hersey's best - selling
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eral of the major stores provide
bour hotel has rebuilt its swimby Fred W. Avendorph
novel "The War Lovers."
a free shopping service. Just
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ming pool, redecorated its pubMcQueen plays the role of a
TRAVEL EDITOR
provide the basic information
ic rooms, and expanded its dock
bomber
pilot
during
World
AT THE BEAUTIFUL
and pay the bill.
acilities. The Elbow Beach Surf
War II.
The Incas were masters at the art of how to bury
lub has aded 84 rooms and an For most tourists, however, a
M0
nlarged dining room. The Bel- trip to Bermuda would be in- treasure. Though Pizarro and his iron-clad "conquistadores"
The Tallest Hotel located in Downtown Chicago
mont Manor has been complete- complete without a shopping pil- looted millions from the Indians in the sixteenth century,
SWIM,
SKI
grimage
to
Front
St..
Hamilton,
ly renovated and its 18-hole golf
1,500 ROOMS WITH TELEVISION AND
the amount the Incas were able to put away becomes more
course has been improved. An where block after block of in--land more staggering with each new discovery. Within the
FISH, PICNIC
AIR CONDITIONING
triguing
stores
face
the
deep
air-cooled room, bath and two
last few decades, experts have dug up not only precious
CATERING TO CONVENTIONS, BANQUETS, ANNIVERSARIES, FASHION
Send now for your free copy of this
DANCE, RIDE
meals a day average $16 to $25 blue waters of the harbor. NearSHOWS, WEDDINGS, BIRTHDAY CELEBRATIONS, PRIVATE PARTIES AND
illustrated brochure,with details of
ly all the stores are air-condi- metals but works of art as well as the major fragments of a
er person.
ALSO ROOM RESERVATIONS.
our famous 12 and 16-day escorted
AT
A Bermuda family holiday, in- tioned. Shopping in Hamilton is whole civilization — temples, roads, reservoirs and cities,
luxury Tours to California and
FOR INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS WRITE
•luding transportation, often is casual Sports dress, especially built long before Columbus was born.
Canadian Rockies at a cost that
CONSUELLA'S PUBLIC SERVICE
Today, the discovery of Incaland rates as the number one
s inexpensive as a stay at a Bermuda shorts, is conventional
Soothes your budget. iv. Chicago
July 1-5-22-29; Aug. 5-12-19,
aiuntry or seashore resort at attire, and the pace is leisurely attraction for visitors to the west coast of South America.
7732 Cottage Grove Ave.
WELCOME TRAVEL SERVICE
VANDALIA, MICH.
ome. Hotels and cottages wel- but efficient. At several stores, Once a perilous journey into the jagged fastnesses of the
WE WILL AID YOU IN PROGRAM PLANNING
.4659 SOUTH GRUEL, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
ome children and provide baby shoppers are invited to pause Andes, the trip is now only ten and a half hours via Pan
WANTED! MODELS
itters, cribs, strollers, and other at 4 o'clock to sip tea and munch American-Grace Airways from Miami to Lima, the Peruvian
TO REGISTER FOR PART TIME WORK
97
11/111131.
ervices. Children can eat in scones from the same fine Eng- capital. The connecting flight from Lima up to Cuzco, the
heir rooms, out-of-doors, or in lish China on display on the heart of Incaland, covers 700 miles in less than two hours.
the dining room- as their parents shelves.
SPECIAL DELIVERY INCA-STYLE
arefer. Youngsters find Bermu- MAIL PURCHASES HOME
Cuzco which lies two miles above sea level just short
la ideal for swimming, bicycl- Many vacationers wait to buy
rig, tennis, fishing and sight- part of their holiday wardrobe of the Andes divide was the capital in 1500 of the Inca Emin Bermuda where sports attire pire, when the Incas rule extended from Chile to Colombia,
seeing.
A growing family vacation comes tailored to the perfection from the Pacific to the Amazon. The story goes, incidentally,
trend in Bermuda is to rent a of British standards. It may be that the old Inca runners used to run the whole distance
Jrivate home for a month, Corn- hard to concentrate on fine Brit- from the coast to Arequipa then to Cuzco. They made the drag
Mete with a maid-cook, full pan- ish woolens while the Bermuda over the Andes with record speed to bring fresh fish from the
27, and all the frills of luxury sun is shining outside the shop, ocean for the dinner of the high priests and the court,
Living .All arrangements can be but the price tags will bring you
Once the holy city for 300,000 Indians, Cuzco is now a
made by mail and the bill for a back to winter's realities. Men's
month in Bermuda • including sports jackets, wool skirts, and sleepy village in a green and sheltered valley. Though its
'ood, utilities, and servant. for,children's coats are particularly glittering wealth has melted away and the proud Inca warI three-bedroom
home often good buys. If you purchase rior is long dead, echoes of the past remain. Indian temples
something for someone back stand beside Spanish cathedrals. Roads still converge on the
..omes to less than $1,000.
BRITALN'S OLDEST COLONY i home, and the size is wrong, main square, the Plaza de Armas, now called "Weeping
,
While providing the latest con- you can mail the garment back Lane" by the Indians to recall the mass execution of the Inieniences and luxuries for its and the store will send you the cas on this spot by the Spanish invaders. Along cobblestone
iisitors, Bermuda retains its 'correct size.
streets Indians, clad in the bright colors of the Incas, peddle
If you buy a watch or camera - their silver and tend their llamas.
tersonality as Britain's oldest
.olony. Traffic travels on the usually at 40 per cent saving,
Inca splendor fused with the Spanish renaissance to proeft along winding narrow lanes: manufacturer's representatives
duce some of the most ornate religious motifs in existence. In
in the United States will honor
the churches the silver altars are encrusted with precious
the customary guarantees,
Few visitors leave Bermuda stones, painted with gold. The foundations for the famous
GO FREE
,without the gallon of liquor the Church of Santo Domingo rest atop the Inca Temple of the
ORGANIZE A
law permits a tourist to bring Sun, where stone walls were once completely covered with
back to the United States duty beaten gold.
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—.-throughout Bermuda, but a faTowering above Cuzco is Sacsahuaman, the giant Inca
By organizing a group vorite pastime is to pour through fortress. Stones in the walls weigh as much as 50 tons and
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Boxer Johnny Ray
Dies In Pittsburgh

DOWN TO EARTH

PITTSBURGH — (UPI) —
be
will
Funeral services
held today for Johnny Ray,
66, one - time manager of former light-heavyweight champion Billy Conn.
Ray, who was born Harry
Pitler, died following an extended illness.
excellent
an
Considered
boxer with a good left jab,
Ray fought ex-featherweight
Dundee
Johnny
champion
and other top boxers in the
1920's. Ray imparted much
of his know-how to Conn
who twice fought Joe Louis
for the heavyweight title,
losing both times.

Farm Talk
By James G. Gregory
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REAL ESTATE DIGEST
By Jesse L. Williams

Broadly considered, the fol- Chinese proverb, "A picture is
question asked a few years ago
By JAMES C. GREGORY
lowing media are used in suc- worth 10,000 words," is as true
on whether the tractor would
The Use Of Herbicides In
cessful real estate advertising: today as it ever was.
replace the mule or horseCotton Production •
1. Daily and weekly newsUse plenty of pictures whenRecently there has been nu- power. Mule power is still in
papers, in both display and ever possible.
merous questions asked about .o-e but only on a small scale.
By and large, newspapers
classified departments.
the value and use of herbicides Factors which syll determine
the degree of herbicides use
2. Calendars, Blotters, Date are the best medium to use for
to control weeds in cotton.
most types of real estate adbooks, and desk novelties.
Chemical weed control is are the. avaiiat-llity and cost
3. Mailing pieces, including vertising. (You advertise, don't
now being used extensively in of farm labor and the cost of
imapplying
and
herbicides
catalogs. circulars, brochures, you? How will people know
the control of weeds in corn
what you have?)
cards, and letters.
and is rapidly replacing the plements.
A good example of the ef4. Magazines, house organs, Some papers, in addition to
hoe M controlling weeds and
trade publications, and news- advertising dwellings in genecotton and other row crops. fectiveness of chemicals in
ral, have subheads for different
letters.
Some of the many questions controlling weeds in cotton
FINAL EXAM
Real estate advertising has parts of the city, so that the
;being asked are: how effec- has been experienced by Mr.
Jive are the herbicides? Are Wilbur Hayes of Route 6,
LeMoyne college's final en- about three general purposes: reader can save time by easily
finding the house offerings
I. To advertise the office.
they economical?, Why have Somerville, Mr. Hayes pretrance examination for prospec2. To attract business for the made in the particular neighsome users received little emergence 17 acres of cotton
FOR DENTS — by PRman Moss H. Kendrix, ment will have three flights tive freshmen will be held SatTROPHIES
benefit from their use and and 2 acres of okra with diuDr. Thaddeus Murnford, right, in behalf of the Coca-Cola for delegates to the conven- urday, Aug. 5, at 8:30 am.- in benefit of such departments as borhoods in which he is interwill they eventually do away ron in 12 inch band for a total
invitational Brownlee Hall, it was announced those handling rentals, insur- ested.
D.C., dentist and company. Atlanta, Ga.. donor tion and an
Washington.
with the back breaking job of cost of $36.00. He has only
In advertising a specific
flight for visitors and friends this week by Dr. Floyd Bass, ance and building.
Tournament
trophies.
all
of
National
for
chairman
local
chopped once and stated that
chopping grasses cotton.
3. To stimulate the sale of in- property in the classified colof NDA members. Dr. E. A. failed to meet LeMoyne's reAug.
Tuesday,
played
be
will
tourgolf
Association
Denial
Reports from the Agricul- this was mostly because he did
school graduates dividual properties or of sub- umns, it is a good thing to keep
nament to be held during 8. over the beautiful Langs- Lights, Chicago. IlL, dentist, offered to high
tural Experiment Stations on not hill drop when planting.
hammering away with the
tournament chair- who have not taken the entrance division.
national
is
Northin
course
golf
Park
ton
in
convention
annual
NDA
Chemical weed control have and thinning was necessary
examination and to those who
When display advertising is same message, and sometimes
man.
bournsThe
Washington.
east
6Aug.
capital,
nation's
the
howm that herbicides are ef- The cost of chopping for the
was the godmother for the baby used, try as often as possible to change the copy at intervals so
views trophies presented
ective as well as economical 19 acres were $37.75. The cost 10,
quirements in previous tests.
use a picture. The oft-repeated the people that read the classi—
n controlling weeds in cotton. for the herbicides and one
fied section will not be bored
that
he average cost per acre for chopping $73.73. He stated
at reading the same copy every
herbithe
f"
if he had not used
erhicides has been about $2
time.
$6.00
cost
have
would
it
cides
or pre-emergence treatmeete
The 14th annual convention
chopping
for
a
acre
or
Der
and approximately $4.00 for
of NAREB will be held in Bosnf
said
total
Hayes
Mr.
$108.00.
ay-by treatments. The avton, Mass., on Aug. 18 through
erage cost for cholanine range that he has saved approxiAug. 23, with convention headusing
by
$30.00
herbimately
6.00 to $12.00 per acre for this
quarters in the Sheraton Plaza
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
eides.
area.
hotel. Dr. Robert C. Weaver.
California's Republican leadLettuce wilts quickly at
The general causes for unthe federal housing administraers have taken the first step
atisfactory results in the brief mem temnerature. TI
tor, will be the principal speakin what many observers feel
use of herbicides have been: nays to take good care of L'
er at the installation banquet
the adverse weather cendi- as soon as it reaches your
is a draft of Richard M. Nixon
on Wednesday, Aug. 23.
inns (which cause many farm- home. It is best to wash letas the party's 1962 gubernaers to plant over). improner tuce leaves and drain there
All packed and ready to take seen on the course. Must start torial candidate.
calibration and adjustment et' "'11 before storing in the re- off this weekend for Milwau- getting some names.
The executive committee of
spraying equinment and the frigerator. This has a two kee,
T H E accordance with the way you'
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Wis.. ore Mrs. Florence M. Please, somebody, tell Noble the Republican state central MUSING
failure to prepare a good fire- 'fold advantage. Lettuce is
look. This will make you nacommittee, meeting in a one- ODDS:
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Scott,
Sanders
nobut
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Owens
seedbed and to follow menu- j ready for quick use later and
Do you know that most tural and more attractive to
day session here Saturday,
the
to
States
delegates
Central
a
stroke
a
person
a
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body
it also helps the leaves regai^
factory instructions,
of the trouble which has everyone.
Golf meet and tournament. hole even if the person just backed the former Vice PresiThe question on whether 1 the moisture they may have
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you upset
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Is nothing compared to upset. While on vacation I met
the governorship would
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While
club.
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Young
Leroy
can be compared with the to your home. Much lettuce
what others have met; a very nice girl whom I like
"broaden and make even more
these days is "vacuum cooled" Dollar plans to stop by Gary part of a top flight golfer. ObSo why do you whimper very much, I know she likes RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
valuable Richard Nixon's exas a part of the marketing Ind., and take in that tourney, serve if you please that bright
and whine o'ver your me and I would like to send her
traordinary leadership — a
-recess. This removes field also. Dr. A. E. Horne is going new bag. As predicted earlier
a postcard. The trouble is I
care
leadership our whole country
the
heat from
vegetable to try out his portside swing this year. Tuff Green's game
Why give up and quit don't know her name nor her 306 Popfor At Lauderdale
desperately needs."
again.
is "tuff." says Sam Crosley. so
tl;
n
without making the race? address. I could send a card to
"We believe his election as
opped like Magic.
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with an amazing new scientific formula some moisture. Thus, a wash Ala. He is a salesman for Col- night for Melvin Conley. Monk we so long enjoyed bef ore You see I am 12, but because but I am afraid. What would
called LANACANE. This fast•acting,
sul°. before storing helps restore lins Black Label and Stag beer. Simon and Walter Evans. Must 1958," the resolution contin- my birthday falls in January, you advise. Worried.
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less medicated creme kills harmful
at moisture.
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also,
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Get LANACANE today at all drug storm
Nixon's most likely Democrat- too short for my age and I look that I expect he likes
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MORE
Eric Francis Hines, one year ic rival for the governorship,
unsuccessful parents treat and dress me like the year. The next time you
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1960 Presidential candidate's a 10 year old. This subject visit your cousin, please
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